the côte d’a zur

ultimate film location…

Press kit

the côte d’azur:
the côte d’azur and film. a match made in
heaven. From the moment the ambassadors of
the silent film industry first discovered the
destination and succumbed to its charm, it was
inevitable that the "côte d’azur - Film" love
story would last forever.

1958, Cannes: reciprocal love
at first sight during the filming of Christine,
by Pierre Gaspard-Huit!
Then four years of passion between
Romy Schneider, the eternal Sissi
and Alain Delon, matchless in The Leopard
by Luchino Visconti. A tender love story
set against the backdrop
of the Cannes Film Festival.

Nice became the technical capital of filmmaking. From 1946, cannes became a
prestigious showcase for international cinema.
the creative work happens in Nice. the
watching and discussion in cannes.
the côte d’azur has the full package. It has
been wonderfully conducive to the mutually
beneficial rise of film. Its idyllic setting, mild
winters and sheer number of days of sunshine,
beauty of the Mediterranean, sublime villas
and hotels up on its headlands, remarkable
landscapes and light all proved to be alluringly
“seductive” selling points attracting the leading
lights of the film industry. the côte d’azur as
film location is worthy of its reputation as the
French hollywood or “californie”.
the côte d’azur has seen generations of film
directors and actors come and go.
Over time, Nice has acquired remarkable filmmaking expertise. cannes, too, will always be
top of the bill thanks to its famous Festival. the
love story continues to this day… In the past 12
years alone a total of 121 feature length films,
195 tV series episodes and 1784 commercials
have been shot on the côte d’azur.
the côte d’azur extends a warm welcome to
visitors to share its passion for all things film,
visit its wealth of stunning landscapes used as
classic film locations. See it through the eyes
of the great film directors and actors. and fall
in love with it. Like so many before…
crt côte d’azur and its Partners, in association
with the commission du Film côte d’azur, hope
that you will enjoy our “tourism” press kit. It is
designed to take you on a journey of discovery
through the côte d’azur - ultimate film
destination.
We hope that you enjoy reading this guide!
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FILM ON the côte d’a zur

the early years…



Film would revolutionise the world. However, it could not have
developed without cinemas and studios. The Côte d’Azur quickly
met the needs of an emerging industry, exporting its images
around the world and providing a beautiful film location where
it was a joy to work.
Key historical milestones marking the early days of film on the
Côte d’Azur…

The first studios
1897 (or 1898): the Frères Lumière film the Nice Carnival.
Early on, directors fleeing the grey skies of Paris came to the
Côte d’Azur in search of the light that would enable them to film
throughout the winter.
1908: Pathé builds a film studio in Nice - Route de Turin. Pathé
becomes the first production company to open for business on
the Côte d’Azur. Its shoots mainly animal films (Alfred Machin).
It closes in 1930.

Cinemas
1895: after Paris and Lyons, Nice is one of the first cities in
France to discover film-making. However, audience sizes are
small as cinema is still considered to be a fairground novelty.
1905: film-maker Louis Lumières opens the first cinema at 3, rue
de la Paix in Nice. It screens films regularly in the morning and
evening.
1914: on the eve of World War I the city has 10 cinemas.
In Cannes, the Municipal Casino is already screening Pathé
productions. It is now the turn of the Star Cinéma to open its
doors.
1917: launch of the Nice-based magazine “Cinéma-revue”, almost
entirely dedicated to cinema programmes.
1953: Nice, alone, has 38 cinemas.
Today: the Alpes-Maritimes region has thirty cinemas.

1913: Gaumont opens its studios in the Carras district, Nice.
Louis Feuillade, Studio Director, films ten films there. The
studios are unable to survive the advent of sound.
1919: Louis Nalpas buys Villa Liserb in the Cimiez district of Nice
– at the foot of the Régina – to shoot his feature length film: La
Sultane de l’amour/The Sultan of Love. The film’s success
encourages him to transform Nice into the European
“Hollywood”.
He goes into business with Serge Sandberg, buying property at
La Victorine (7.02 Francs per m2). He builds his studios under the
architectural direction of Edouard Niermans who built the
Négresco Hotel in Nice.
From the 1920s onwards, the greatest silent and sound film
directors shoot on the Côte d’Azur, choosing Nice as their
inspirational creative base or film set.
The Côte d’Azur, holiday destination of the British and Russian
aristocracy, is now a haven for professionals of the 7th art.
1921: the Iris studios at Saint-Laurent-du-Var, opened during
silent film era, take off with the advent of sound. The turning
point is in 1929 when investments are made in sound film
production. The studios close their doors in 1943 and are
destroyed in bombing raids in 1944.
From the 1920s to date: over 350 films have been shot by the
greatest studios Gaumont - Pathé - UGC - Associated Artists...

Interesting fact
To this day, Nice has an active film pool of “actors”. Nicebased ESRA trains in film and audio-visual industry
occupations and the Université de Nice Sophia-Antipolis has
a dedicated department. Finally, the ERAC School in Cannes
trains screen and stage actors.

“The Côte d’Azur had it all. Sea, gardens, villas nestling
among the bougainvillea, villages straight out of the
Middle Ages. Wherever we set up our cameras a dream
location was there, right in front of us. Best of all it was
free!”.
Charles Pathé
FILM ON THE CÔTE D’AZUR ,THE EARLY YEARS…
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3 films & 1 TV Series

LeGeNdarY côte d’a zur ShOOtS

Sean Connery, 1965


In the footsteps of Grace Kelly
1955 - To Catch a Thief by Alfred Hitchcock starring Grace
Kelly and Cary Grant
Synopsis: a former burglar known as “the cat” is suspected of
committing a series of burglaries on the côte d’azur. he tries to
find out who the guilty person is in order to exonerate himself…
Billionaire Mrs Stevens and daughter Frances are ideal bait for
"the cat". however the beautiful Frances is not indifferent to the
charms of the former burglar.

the car chase on the Grande corniche was filmed in the summer
and in January 1955, certain scenes were re-recorded in Nice. the
film was released in august 1955. It went on to become a cult film.
Filming provided alfred hitchcock with the opportunity to spend
time on his beloved riviera, indulging his love of French
gastronomy. he filmed the magnificent landscapes of the côte
d’azur superbly like a postcard to the world.
Côte d’Azur film locations:
Nice, cannes & hôtel carlton, La turbie, La moyenne corniche
(view of eze Bridge), Saint-Jeannet.

To Catch a Thief was one of hitchcock’s first outdoor shoots. In
spring 1954 the crew scouted for locations on the côte d’azur and
at the end of May, filming started.

Nicole Kidman, playing the legendary Grace Kelly,
climbs the steps up to the Parvis
de la Basilique St-Michel esplanade,
during the filming of “Grace of Monaco”.

Film in progress

GRACE KELLy
contrary to popular belief
(encouraged by Paramount itself
in
spite
of
biographical
inaccuracy), Grace Kelly did not
meet Prince rainier during
shooting (in summer 1954). It was
nearly a year later during the
cannes festival (in May 1955) at
the screening of Seaton’s film The
Country Girl, for which she won
the Oscar for Best actress in
February 1955 (Best actress
1954).
When she became Princess of
Monaco the Principality was
firmly back in the media spotlight
and Monaco was restored to its
former glory.

In the footsteps
of James Bond
1983 - Never Say Never Again, directed by Irvin Kershner
starring Sean Connery
Synopsis: James Bond is getting on in years. his boss thinks that
he is out of shape and it would be a good idea for him to go to a
health farm. Once there, Bond bumps into a certain Jack Petacci
who is behaving rather suspiciously. Bond tails him, gets caught
and narrowly misses being shot by a hit man. he is summoned back
to London where he learns that SPectre has stolen two nuclear
warheads from the uS air Force.
Côte d’Azur film locations:
Menton, Villefranche-sur-Mer citadel, Fort carré of antibes,
ephrussi de rothchild villa, Nice, Studios de la Victorine where the
production was based.

Grace of Monaco by Olivier
dahan starring Nicole
Kidman
the côte d’azur is a location for
international release films.
Olivier dahan, director of La Vie en
Rose, and his crew recently worked
with Nicole Kidman on a film
dedicated to Grace of Monaco
which will probably be released in
2014.
Menton, cannes and antibes
hosted the famous australian
actress, blonde, like so many of
hitchcock’s leading ladies.

In the footsteps
of Brett Sinclair
and Danny Wilde
`

1971/1972 - legendary TV series The Persuaders! was often
filmed on the Côte d’Azur

The Persuaders! is a British television series in 24 episodes, 50
minutes each, created by robert S. Baker. It was broadcast from
1971-1972.
the series is about two wealthy playboys: english aristocrat, Lord
Brett Sinclair, a cultivated smooth talker who lives in London on a
private income, who values his family traditions, and an american
New York businessman from the wrong side of town, danny Wilde.
the 2 characters played by tony curtis and roger Moore - live out
some of their adventures on the côte d’azur, enhancing the
destination’s glamorous reputation.
the title sequences also feature shots of Nice and antibes.

3 FILMS & 1 TV SERIES - LEGENDARY CÔTE D’AZUR SHOOTS



Inspired by the success of the côte d’azur Painters tour, the
côte d’azur’s tourist organisations have organised a tourist
film trail from east to West passing through the film capitals
of the côte d’azur - cannes and Nice.
the tour is designed to be a tourist trail, a travelling shot,
through the beautiful places on the côte d’azur which have
served as film locations for the great directors. discover
stunning landscapes, sumptuous sets and locations...

Interesting fact

4 million international tourists choose France after
seeing it depicted in films.
Source tcI research - January 2013

ultimate film location…

a tOur OF the côte d’a zur

Brigitte Bardot 1950

NEW FOR 2013!



an english language tourist blog dedicated
to film on the côte d’azur!
the crt côte d’azur, assisted by Jonathan
Melville, film journalist and Kash
Bhattacharya, influential english blogger, has
started a tourist blog, film guide to the côte
d’azur.
It will feature videos, photos and
commentaries from journalists and
showcase its famous film locations
(panorama views, locations, hotels…),
anecdotes, stars past and present on the
côte d’azur.
Log on to: filmtravellercotedazur.com

Cannes

1938

INTERNATIONAL FILM
CAPITAL

Interesting fact

2001

under pressure from Berlin, in 1938 the Venice Mostra
awards the prize to The Triumph of the Will. In response,
France and the united States decide to organise a film
festival for the free world. the first cannes Film Festival is
organised from the 1st to 20th September 1939. Louis
Lumière, inventor of film and first President of the cannes
Festival arrives at cannes railway station at the beginning
of September, but europe, day by day, is slipping into war.
the event is cancelled and only takes place in 1946 once
peace has returned.
In 1951 the festival changes date to May.
running for over 65 years, it is the most important Film
Market in the world and most glamorous showcase for
international cinema.

Cannes International Film Festival is arguably the film event with the greatest media coverage in the world. So great is its
renown that cannes itself has become synonymous with film. Simply stroll through the streets of the small city - awarded World
Village status - even though it has just 75 000 inhabitants (compared with 450 000 in Nice!) and its film connections are in evidence
everywhere. thanks in part to its Festival, cannes has shot to planetary fame.

A TOUR OF THE CÔTE D’AZUR, ULTIMATE FILM LOCATION…



Cannes
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Stroll along La
Croisette seafront
promenade, past fine
sandy beaches lined
with palm trees,
luxury boutiques and
grand hotels.

Relax and enjoy the Med on the blue sun
loungers in front of the Côte d’Azur’s stunning
hotels or on their private beaches. Rub shoulders
with the film world glitterati.
Take a souvenir photo on the famous 24-step
staircase leading up to the Palais des Festivals,
decked out in its red carpet then visit the back
stage areas of the Palais des Festivals on a guided
tour organised by Cannes Tourist Office.
Interesting fact! The new Palais des Festivals
building celebrated its 30th anniversary in 2012!
Place your hands in some of the 400
handprints of the stars on the “Chemins des
étoiles / Walk of Fame” beside the Palais des
Festivals.
Pop your head through one of the film star
cut outs on La Croisette seafront.
Discover the 15 murals on Cannes building
facades depicting Marilyn, Charlie Chaplin,
Gérard Philippe, Gabin or Bogart.

!
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On the film trail
ILES dE LéRINS / LéRINS ISLANdS
First contact with the islands is a pleasant surprise. although less than a
quarter of an hour away by boat, the peace and quiet is impressive. enjoy
stunning landscapes a world away from the hustle and bustle of the
mainland.
Ile Sainte-Marguerite: beautiful film location for The Iron Mask
Sainte-Marguerite is home to the Fort royal and dungeon of the “Iron Mask”.
It was the location for the 1929 film of the same name directed by allan
duwan starring the actor douglas Fairbanks Jr. an american silent film with
sound effects.
Ile Saint-Honorat is home to a community of cistercian monks who cultivate
vines and produce liqueurs.

Interesting fact

every year, on the eve of the Festival, the monks hold a “Film Mass” in
Lérins abbey.

LE SUqUET
a tiny square up in the Old town with a magnificent view of cannes and the
Islands. every year around Festival time it hosts a large rustic meal for
festival participants hosted by the city of cannes.
the idea came about when it became clear that many film industry
professionals, in spite of their long and regular attendance at cannes, had
never even been up to Le Suquet.
For the last 15 years, the event has become a key Festival fixture.

THE PALM BEACH
the Palm Beach casino at the end of La croisette was the legendary location
for the closing scenes of the film set in the 1940s - Mélodie en sous-sol /
Any Number Can Win - shot in the Palm Beach casino. delon and Gabin were
filmed at the Palm Beach swimming pool.

Interesting fact
during the Film Festival, it
accommodates members of
the Festival Jury judging the
official Palm winner.

VILLA dOMERGUE
Owned by Jean-Gabriel domergue, designer of the first Festival poster in 1939. Visit its sublime gardens
and listen to jazz in summer as part of the “Jazz à domergue” programme.



Address Book

The grand hotels on La Croisette have delighted photographers
since the early days of the Festival. They provide an opportunity
to get up close to the stars and VIP guests in town for the event.

HOTEL MARTINEz
Its art deco Suite des Oliviers resembles a set from The Artist.
La Palme d’Or Restaurant at the Martinez
every year, during the cannes Film Festival, for the annual, exclusive
Jury dinner held at the hotel’s two star Michelin restaurant "La
Palme d'Or", christian Sinicropi creates a menu dedicated to the
President’s film making career. each dish is served in a specially
designed ceramic piece on the theme of a movie. “L’arbre et rêverie”
and “La danse du haut de Forme” were created for tim Burton in
2010 in reference to the movie Alice in Wonderland. In 2011, Taxi
Driver and Casino were served to robert de Niro.
> www.concorde-hotels.com/martinez

casino / robert de Niro et christian Sinicropi

HOTEL MAJESTIC BARRIèRE
the hotel’s corridors are hung with a gallery of
harcourt’s beautiful portraits of the famous people
who have made the cannes Film Festival the greatest
celebrity event in the world.
> www.hotels-barriere.com
The most exclusive cinema on the Côte d’Azur
a cinema seating 35 spectators in luxury and
refinement, ideal for private screenings or previews.
The dior Penthouse on the 6th floor of the hotel, across
from the Palais des Festivals, was designed by Nathalie
ryan, chief interior designer at christian dior. It is a replica
of the office of the inventor of the New Look, medallionback chairs upholstered in grey and silver, embroidered
bed linen, scarlet cushions designed by christian dior
himself in 1955, framed photographs and sketches
adorning the walls. It captures the famous fashion house
on the avenue Montaigne right down to the last detail.

Grace Kelly Suite
Suite up on the 7th floor of the hotel designed by architect Nicolas
Papamiltiades. It’s chic, French interior design pays homage to the
princess. Black and white portraits of Grace Kelly from the Palace
of Monaco’s private collection lend the suite the homely feel of a
private residence belonging to the Prince’s family.
> www.intercontinental-carlton-cannes.com

Sophia Loren, 1964

INTERCONTINENTAL CARLTON

Interesting fact

the Intercontinental carlton cannes celebrates its 100th
anniversary in 2013!

A TOUR OF THE CÔTE D’AZUR, ULTIMATE FILM LOCATION…



Cannes filmography

JW MARRIOTT
ever dreamt of spending the night with Grace Kelly or cary Grant?
then get a room at this hotel decorated with black and white
portraits of hollywood or cinecittà stars.
> www.jwmarriottcannes.com

CANNES
1963 - Baie des Anges / Bay of Angels by Jacques demy
1990 - Le Bal du gouverneur / The Governor’s Party by
Marie-France Pisier
1995 - French Kiss by Laurence Kasdan
2005 - 4 étoiles / Four stars by christian Vicent
2005 - La Californie / French California by roschdy zem
2006 - Mister Bean 2 by Steve Bendelock
2007 - Panique à / What just happened? by Barry
Levinson
2010 - Omar m’a tuer / Omar killed me by roschdy zem
2010 - WE by Madonna
2010 - Le Siffleur / The Whistler by Philippe Lefebvre

Interesting fact
Before it became a hotel, the address was home to the old
Palais des Festivals! Built in 1947 immediately after the war, it
played host to stars of the silver screen for nearly 40 years. In
1983, cannes inaugurated a new venue, the Palais des Festivals
et des congrès that we see today. the former Palais was
demolished and a luxury hotel and casino built on the site in
1992. a 800-seater auditorium was built in honour of the
venue’s former artistic vocation.

ANTIBES, CANNES
1973 - La Bonne année / Happy New Year by claude
Lelouch
1947 - Cargaison Clandestinene / Alarm in San Juano by
alfred rode

ON LA CROISETTE, CANNES
1993 - La Cité de la peur / Fear city: a family-style
comedy by alain Berberian
2002 - Femme Fatale by Brian de Palma
1995 - GoldenEye by Martin campbell

CANNES, MONACO
1994 - Grosse fatigue / Dead tired by Michel Blanc
2003 - Lovely Rita Sainte Patronne des cas désespérés
/ Lovely Rita: Patron Saint of Lost Causes by Stéphane
clavier
1955 - La main au collet / To catch a Thief by alfred
hitchcock
5

ILE SAINTE-MARGUERITE, CANNES
5A

1963 - Mélodie en sous-sol / Any Number Can Win by
henri Verneuil

PALM BEACH, CANNES
2003 - Ni pour ni contre / Not for or Against by cédric
Klapisch
1963 - Peau de Banane / Banana Peel by Marcel Ophüls

6A

The former Palais

6

Cannes actors

Gérard Philippe , Martine carol , Jean Mineur
charles Vanel, Louis Jourdan, Maurice chevalier

7
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Interesting fact
E.T. by Steven Spielberg was the last official cannes Film
Festival screening at the old Palais du Festival.

8
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Nice

THE EUROPEAN
HOLLyWOOd

m

Postc

Nice has it all. An
elegant seafront promenade
with its immaculate
flowers, largely open to the
Mediterranean, brightlycoloured markets with
incomparable fragrances, an old
town with historic, bustling lanes,
legendary grand hotels, baroque art treasures, “Belle
époque” architecture, gastronomy with a taste of the
sun, charming small squares, cafés and pubs with
summer and winter terrace dining… Baïeta de Nizza!
ard fro

Nice

Nice’s signature event: Nice Carnival
France’s most famous carnival takes place in February
every year in the capital of the Côte d’ Azur. Over one
million spectators flock to cheer the King of the
Carnival and take part in the Battles of the flowers.
Nice Carnival, a tradition which can be traced back
to the Middle Ages, has been updated for the 21st
century. Modern, spectacular, it showcases the latest
technology and is environmentally friendly, ensuring the
event continues to be a success as a top popular
festival.
Interesting fact
It was the first major popular event to be filmed by
the inventors of cinema: the Frères Lumière
themselves!

Nice has been home to the film industry for over 90 years. Over
500 films have been made there. there are souvenirs all across
the city, locations thronged by legendary stars immortalised on
film, studios haunted by ghosts where new generations ensure
that the legend lives on.
the film adventure truly took off in Nice at the end of the World
War I when Serge Sandberg arrived in Nice to set up a vast
cinema complex - the French hollywood. a failed business
partnership with the Frères Pathé, leading lights in the show
business world, at the beginning of 1919, resulted in him buying
a property built by the descendants of Maréchal Masséna - who
Napoleon called “the darling of the Victory” whence the name
“Victorine” passed down for posterity.

Filming of Transporter:
The Series
A TOUR OF THE CÔTE D’AZUR, ULTIMATE FILM LOCATION…



The heist of the century happened on the Côte d’ Azur!
albert Spaggiari is a French criminal of Italian extraction known as the mastermind
behind the “heist of the century” which took place at the Société Générale in Nice, in July 1976.
In 2007, the film Sans arme, ni haine, ni violence / The Easy Way directed and starring
Jean-Paul rouve tells the thief’s story.

On the film trail
The whole city is one amazing film location. However, for the
purposes of our film trail, we will start at the Studios de la
Victorine, follow the Promenade des Anglais to the Port and
then explore Nice Old Town…

STUdIOS dE LA VICTORINE
(NOW KNOWN AS STUdIOS RIVIERA)
7-hectare complex built around the famous villa housing the
studios frequented by everyone who was anyone in the world of
national and international film. Productions were churned out at
a rate of knots. the greatest producers, directors, actors of each
generation worked there. to this day, Nice professionals offer a
quality guarantee, the result of a long tradition based on savoirfaire.
Its immense grounds devoted to all things cinema have seen all
types of sets, recreating fantasy or faithful locations all around
the world. Both the grounds and the “belle époque” villa have
been used for productions.
Outside the “French hollywood”, the city itself is a natural film
set of major importance. Infinite travelling shots along the
Promenade des anglais, sea, blue sun loungers… have been
filmed by film-makers capturing its dolce vita, from strolling
lovers to car chases…



NICE OLd TOWN
the historic heart of the côte d’azur’s capital with its shady lanes
and ochre-coloured facades around its squares, cours Saleya
and markets, ranked among the most beautiful markets in
France. It was the film location for the car chase for the film
Ronin starring robert de Niro and Jean réno.

NICE PORT ANd THE PLONGEOIR dE LA
RéSERVE diving platform down below the château de
l’anglais and colline du château mound have also been used as
locations for numerous scenes.

NICE AIRPORT
up until the 1950s, celebrities travelled by train and its stations
were backdrops for dramatic arrivals of celebrities and stars.
the caravels paved the way for air travel in France. Nice airport
became the place for photographers to take shots of the stars
as they landed and came down the gang planks to set foot on the
sunny côte d’azur.

Address Book
STUdIOS dE LA VICTORINE RESTAURANT
the best way of sampling the charming atmosphere of the film
sets at the famous La Victorine studios is to eat like a crew
member.
top address for film buffs.

THE CASTEL PLAGE in summer,
THE BLUE BEACH in winter.
Private beaches also serve as film sets… a place where actors
work and play.

THE PALAIS dE LA MédITERRANéE

LA CINEMATHEqUE!

Legendary hotel, with its remarkable art deco - listed - façade
and casino featured in numerous films. One of the sights which
makes the Prom a natural film location. the greatest names in
film have frequented both hotel and location.
> palais.concorde-hotels.fr

a wide and varied programme on sometimes controversial
themes. a treasure trove in its archives. Famous actors
present their vision of the 7th art at public sessions.

Nice ’ s temple to film.

Anecdotes…
THE CARNIVAL & CINEMA
Nice carnival was the subject of the first test colour films
around 1912. Its dramatic corsos and Battles of the Flowers
contributed to Nice’s renown.

THE NéGRESCO, one of the most famous grand hotels in
the world, recently celebrated its 100th anniversary in July 2012.
It is synonymous with Nice. It is a popular film location and also
provides accommodation for stars from all over the world. a
veritable institution!
> www.hotel-negresco-nice.com

A FILM WHICH CAPTURES THE MOOd OF THE
NEW PEACE…
1944, Nice, Jean carné shoots the closing scene of Les Enfants
du Paradis / Children of Paradise.
the director ensures that it is released in March 1945, making
it the first peacetime film.

Colour!
In 1946, Max de Vaucorbeil films the first
French colour film in Nice.

FRANÇOIS TRUFFAUT & STUdIOS dE LA
VICTORINE

THE HôTEL BOSCOLO, ex-atlantique, featured in La
Nuit américaine / Day for Night.
> www.nice.boscolohotels.com
THE HôTEL SPLENdId, featured in the film Möbius
starring Jean dujardin.
> www.splendid-nice.com

COCO BEACH RESTAURANT under the cliff face near
the port proudly displays its film connections on its walls. relax
and enjoy the panoramic view.

LA PETITE MAISON RESTAURANT at the entrance
to Old Nice is a celebrity haunt.

La Nuit américaine / Day for Night: with this homage to film,
François truffaut’s encounter with La Victorine was never going
to be a run of the mill affair. On the one hand, the pioneer of New
Wave, on the other, the legendary studio once known as the
“French hollywood” which represented “the dream factory of
his childhood”.
On discovering La Victorine, François truffaut decides to create
a story about shooting a film showing what actually goes on
behind the scenes of the production. the date is 1972. he had
been there before when he ploughed his earnings from the 400
coups / 400 blows into Testament d’Orphée / Testament of
Orpheus by Jean cocteau.

THE dOUGLAS BROTHERS IN NICE…
In the 1980s, the douglas brothers, director, Joel and actor,
Michael, scouting for a location to shoot on the Mediterranean,
decide to base their production company Stone Group
International at the Studios de la Victorine. the adventure
would only last a few months while they shot The Jewel of the
Nile in 1985.

A TOUR OF THE CÔTE D’AZUR, ULTIMATE FILM LOCATION…



“Nice ” in the title

PEOPLE!
July 2008 - the film world’s most glamorous couple: angelina
Jolie and Brad Pitt choose Nice on the côte d’azur to give birth
to their twins.
“Last night Angelina Jolie’s Nice doctor confirmed to our
newspaper that “Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt feel good in Nice
and are delighted to announce exclusively to the people of Nice,
via Nice-Matin newspaper, that they have just become proud
new parents”, explained Dr Michel Sussmann.” - excerpt from
daily newspaper Nice-Matin.

In 1930 Jean Vigo releases a 30-minute independentlyproduced documentary film which the director defines
as a “social documentary”. A propos de Nice / About Nice
is a strongly subjective vision in which old age is laid bare
in all its ugliness. an exuberant caricature with lashings
of vitriolic, devastating black humour. the film is one of
the most famous in the history of film and has influenced
generations of directors.

robert de Niro, returned to Nice in 2012 after filming Ronin for
the inauguration of an exhibition devoted to his father, the
artist, painter and poet robert de Niro Sr at the Matisse
museum. It was a moving moment for him. to mark the occasion,
he gave a public interview on his vision for Film at the
cinémathèque de Nice.

La Baie des Anges / Bay of Angels by Jacques demy
(1960) is the only New Wave feature length film to be
shot in Nice. critics describe it as one of the most
beautiful black and white films ever made.

Jean-Pierre Mocky - Born in Nice. In 1983, he films in Nice
for the first time: La Machine à coudre (Place Saint
François - La cascade de Gairaut).
In 1987, he directs a film, a love letter to his city - Nice is
nice - an inventory of urban heritage and architecture
from 1860 to 1914.

2012-2013 film news

5
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Brice de Nice / The Brice Man and Jean dujardin
Synopsis: eternal teenager, nearly 30, abandoned by a
businessman father and an absent mother, Brice seeks
refuge in his alter-ego Brice, a surf champion… Like
Bodhi, the hero in Point Break, his cult film. Brice waits
to surf hIS wave… in Nice!
5A

5A

The leading role is played by Jean dujardin, the first
French actor to win the Oscar for best actor for his role
as silent film star past his prime, George Valentin, in
The Artist by Michel Hazanavicius.
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Jean Vigo
Michèle Laroque
Sophie duez
Jacques Weber, former
director of the théâtre
National de Nice
Jacques toja, member of the
comédie Française
Jean-Pierre Mocky, director &
actor
Mylène demongeot
Michèle Mercier
Philippe Léotard…

7A

Nice actors
& actresses
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the story of the “agnès roux” affair, the heiress who
disappeared from the Palais de la Méditerranée, will soon
be adapted for film by andre techiné, starring leads:
Guillaume canet and catherine deneuve.

he also acts in the 2010 film Un balcon sur la Mer / A
View of Love, directed by Nicole Garcia, filmed partly on
the côte d’azur.

From as early as 1934 the city of Menton has been a location for
over 60 films the latest of which pays homage to Grace de
Monaco played by Nicole Kidman. the earliest was Pension
Mimosas by Jacques Feyder, assisted by Marcel carné (1934).
Others include La Chambre du fils / The Son’s Room (2001) by
Nanni Moretti, Palme d’Or winner in 2001.

Postc

A CITy WITH STRONG
LINKS TO COCTEAU

Enjoy a short stroll along the
Promenade du Soleil to the
beautiful covered market and
the old town. High above is
the Saint-Michel church,
the annual summer venue for
the International Classical Music
Festival International featuring
performances by talented soloists and orchestras.
End with a visit to the Musée Cocteau-Collection
Séverin Wunderman, a museum displaying a series of
photos documenting the shooting of the Orphée films,
donated to the City of Menton by Lucien Clergue.
Visit Menton’s beautiful gardens with their own micro
climate carefully nurtured by botanists at the turn of the
century. Their fruits are celebrated every winter during the
popular Fête du Citron (Lemon Festival).

Anecdote…
MENTON RESIdENTS HAVE A SENSE OF HUMOUR…
the Prix Orange and citron (Orange & Lemon Prizes) were created in 1949
by Michèle Nicolaï, Jany casanova and France roche. awarded to showbiz
celebrities, they were a fun way of summing up their relations - good or bad
- with the press. the “Orange” prize was awarded to the most amicable, the
“citron” prize to the least co-operative. a jury of journalists selected the
winners. the awards ceremony, immortalised by a few truculent clichés, was
followed by a meal at a top Paris restaurant.
the first recipients of the award in 1949 were Jean Marais, Josette day,
henri decoin, Georges Marchal, danièle darrieux, Marcel carné.
In 1953, the city of Menton gave its official seal of approval to the event. It
awarded baskets of fruit to the prize-winners and invited them to preside
over the Fête des citrons.
Menton hosted several illustrious recipients: Martine carol in 1955,
Françoise arnoul in 1956, Yves ciampi in 1957 and charles aznavour in 1970.
the latter even won his weight in fruit.
In 1965, Francis Palmero, deputy Mayor of Menton, founded the “Prix
Orange - Prix citron” association. In addition to organising the prize, the
association aimed to promote the city, showcase citrus fruit growing and
contribute to official campaigns to promote Menton as a friendly,
welcoming city.
the 1974 Prix Orange and citron were the last ones ever awarded after 25
years' existence.

ard fro
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Menton

M enton

On the film trail
VILLA MARIA SERENA GARdEN
the Villa Maria Serena was built in 1886 on the
Italian border for the Menton Foucher de careï
family, relatives of Viscount Ferdinand de Lesseps
(designer of the Suez canal). It was landscaped by
his architect friend charles Garnier. It served as a
presidential residence during stays by rené coty.
reputed for being the most temperate place in
France, with temperatures never falling below 5°,
the one and half acre garden boasts lush tropical
and sub-tropical plants including an important
collection of palm trees and cycas plus a canary
Islands dragon tree (draceana drago).
the garden has been a location for several
television films.
regular guided tours.

WALK FROM EAST TO WEST



MUSéE JEAN COCTEAU - SéVéRIN
WUNdERMAN / COCTEAU MUSEUM

M enton filmography

a year after opening to the public over 100 000 visitors have
discovered the Séverin Wunderman Jean cocteau collection at
Menton.
until September 2013 there will be a new exhibition of
collections devoted to Jean cocteau’s theatre entitled “rouge
et Or / red & Gold” displaying over 200 unseen works from the
Séverin Wunderman collection and prestigious lenders.
From numerous productions of La Voix Humaine / The Human
Voice since the 1960s to the success of Les Parents Terribles
on Broadway in the 1990s, Jean cocteau’s plays have and
always will be essential texts for the theatre world. the new
exhibition at the Séverin Wunderman Jean cocteau collection
will highlight the poet’s close connections with the theatre. he
was a multi-talented writer, actor, designer, costume designer
and director.
the “rouge et Or” exhibition features film excerpts including
Jeanne Dore from the cinémathèque française collections,
drawings, photographs, accessories, documents from the
period… It offers a behind the scenes look at Jean cocteau’s
theatre and re-discovers its great actors: Genica athanasiou,
Berthe Bovy, Édith Piaf, edwige Feuillère, Yvonne de Bray,
Maria casarès and naturally Jean Marais.

2012 - Grace of Monaco (Olivier dahan). Parvis Basilique
St-Michel esplanade is the location for the scene shot at
Monaco market
2012 - Möbius (eric rochand). Scene between Jean
dujardin and cécile de France takes place in a room at the
hôtel royal Westminster and Plage des sablettes beach.
2008/2009 - "New era" episode of the Hero Corp series
(Simon astier): sequences in the Jardin du Bastion garden
and in L'embuscade restaurant (St-Michel campsite)
2001 - 24H de la vie d’une femme / 24 Hours in the Life of
a Woman (Laurent Bouhnik)
2004 - Rosemary and Thyme (tV series). One episode
shot in the Serre de la Madone garden
2001 - La Chambre du Fils / The Son’s Room (Nanni
Moretti). ends at the St Ludovic border point, and on the
Plage des sablettes beach
2001 - Méditerranée (tV series).the city of Menton is
transformed into “St circe”
1985 - Les spécialistes / The Specialists (Patrice Leconte)
1983 - Never Say Never Again (Irvin Kerschner) sequences
from the famous James Bond film were shot in the old
town, rue des Logettes, Montée du souvenir and in the
tunnel under the old town
1975 - Le sac de Billes / A Bag of Marbles (Jacques
doillon). Scenes shot in the locations described by Joseph
Joffo
1969 - L'échafaudage / The Scaffold (Pierre cardinal)
1964 - Le Corniaud / The Sucker (Gérard Oury). Scene shot
at the Pont St-Louis border point (when the customs
officers search the car)

Address Book
HôTEL NAPOLéON

5
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rooms are decorated with black and white photos on a film
theme: actors...
> www.hotel-med-menton.com

5A

HôTEL MédITERRANéE

Film greats

5

Owned by a friend of the “cocteau set” who was passionate
about the artist’s work. together with his son he collected
numerous works by the dandy poet. In particular photos
documenting the filming of Orphée / Orpheus by Lucien
clergue.
> www.napoleon-menton.com

rené clément, director of Jeux Interdits / Forbidden
Games, decided to spend time in Menton. he ended up
spending his final years and being laid to rest there.
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RoquebruneCap-Martin
CAPE, VILLAS
& CELEBRITIES…
Nestled between sea and mountains, the city of roquebrune
cap Martin is both a source of inspiration for actors and an ideal
“location” which has served the 7th art down the decades. Follow
the film trail through roquebrune…

On the film trail
the cape’s favourite hotel for actors and actresses has to be the
GRANd HôTEL dU CAP MARTIN which has been
converted into a private residence (avenue Winston churchill on
the tip of the cape)
It was the haunt of pre-war actors such as claudine dupuis, Luis
Mariano, alfred rode, Sacha Guitry…

VILLA CyRNOS
Built in 1892 by hans Georg tersling for the comtesse de
Pierrefonds, none other than France’s ex-empress eugénie de
Montijo, Napoléon III’s widow.
haunt for over 20 years of royals and actors, or as cocteau
would later call it: “the court of cyrnos”.
Much later on, in 1998, the residence would serve as a location
for the filming of Condorman directed by charles Jarrot starring
Michael crawford and Barbara carrera.

VILLA TORRE CLéMENTINA
Built by the incredibly wealthy ernesta Stern, daughter and wife
of the famous banker. this “Italian-Venetian” style residence was
a venue for esoteric parties, classical concerts or cosmopolitan
salons where royals rubbed shoulders with artists of the period.
In 1963, the villa was the set for the film Les félins / Joy House
by rené clément starring alain delon and Jane Fonda.

VILLA CyPRIS
Owned by cyprienne dubernet. Built in 1909 by edouard arnaud
in an original, unique Byzantine style with a wealth of features
including its famous seafront promenade. One of his children,
Virginie hérriot would go down in history as the first women’s
sailing gold medallist in 1928.
Set in 4.5 ha grounds the house is the location for Aphrodite by
robert Fuest starring Valérie Kaprisky and horst Buchholz in
1981.
also, Mortelle Randonnée / Deadly Circuit by claude Miller with
Isabelle adjani, Michel Serrault and Guy Marchand in 1982.
and for French television, an episode of the “enquêtes du
commissaire Moulin” tV detective series.

TUNNEL SyLVIO dE MONLéON
Location in 2004 for Ocean’s Twelve by Steve Soderbergh
starring George clooney and Brad Pitt.

LE CABANON LE CORBUSIER
Minimalist house built in 1952 by Le corbusier to Modulor
specifications as “a château” on the côte d’azur - a model for
“move in ready” architecture. It is now a listed historic monument
which attracts celebrities such as John Malkovitch or Brad Pitt.

Address Book
RESTAURANT LE PIRATE
Ingrid Bergman, Lauren Bacall, Gregory Peck, Nat King cole, Gina
Lollobrigida, Kirk douglas, Jane Fonda, Jean-Paul Belmondo,
Serge Gainsbourg, catherine deneuve, Jean cocteau, Jacques
Brel, dario Moreno, ursula andress, Frank Sinatra, alain delon,
claudine augier, Michèle Morgan, henri Vidal... the list is
endless. But what do they all have in common? they all
frequented this roquebrune institution whose patron robert
Viale was known as “Le Pirate”. crazy nights where just about
anything went were de rigueur: smashing crockery, chucking the
chairs onto the fire to strains of gypsy guitars. Over-charging
those who could afford it to subsidise a table so those on
modest incomes could dine cheaply.
the daughter of Silvana Mangano and dino de Laurentiis went
on to marry Le Pirate’s son in the 1970s. although the pirate
passed away in april 2010 the restaurant is still going strong.

LE FELLINI
Italian restaurant whose owner Gustavo delights with his
typically transalpine dishes and delicious pizzas.
the room is a tribute to the 7th art. In particular it pays
photographic homage to director Federico Fellini.

HôTEL LE REGENCy
Its photo gallery photos of screen actors and actresses pays
homage to the international film world.
> www.hotelregencymonaco.com

LE VISTA PALACE
Famous
for
its
exceptional
location,
overlooking
the
Mediterranean Sea, from
the
Principality
of
Monaco to the Italian
riviera, the Vista Palace
hotel offers one of the
most spectacular views
of the côte d’azur.
> www.vistapalace.com

LA VIGIE
a beautiful residence built in 1903 by Sir William Ingram, distant
cousin of rex. In 1950, ownership is transferred to the Société
des Bains de Mer, then the Monte-carlo Beach hôtel. It is a Karl
Lagerfeld fashion house for several years. today, it is available
for hire and is a venue for receptions and shoots.
WALK FROM EAST TO WEST



Celebrities
Greta Garbo (1905-1990)

Jacques Brel (1929-1978)

It was her friend, Princess ania Sorine cheryachidze who
invited “the divine star” to stay in her Villa agda on cap Martin.
It was built in 1928 for an engineer who was Swedish like Garbo
before her american naturalisation. the actress loves to
sunbathe. a friend of Lesley Blanch, (romain Gary’s wife) she is
a regular figure walking down the village lanes in her dressing
gown and slippers. She remains the unforgettable star of
Queen Christina, Anna Karenina and Ninotchka. Two-faced
woman by cukor in 1941 does not enjoy the same success. She
decides, at the height of her fame, to quit film aged 36. Fast
forward to The Artist starring Jean dujardin and Bérénice Bejo,
directly inspired by Garbo’s affair with John Gilbert.

In 1961, he buys a beach “cabin” on Plage du golfe Bleu which he
constantly improves. he leads a double life there with his friend
Sophie. he lives in the house for 4 months a year and composes
“Fanette”, “Le Plat Pays / the Flat country” and “Fernand” who
is none other than the roquebrune patron of the former hôtel
du Golfe Bleu. during this 10-year period singer Barbara and
Marie Laforêt visit him there. the singer-composer becomes
an actor with noteworthy roles such as Mon oncle Benjamin /
My Uncle Benjamin in 1963 or L’Emmerdeur / A Pain in the A**
starring Lino Ventura in 1973. two films by edouard Molinaro.
he also directs two films: Franz in 1971 starring Barbara and Far
west in 1973.

Joséphine Baker (1906-1975)
In 1925, Joséphine shoots to instant stardom in Paris wearing
little more than a belt of bananas in the first half of the “revue
Nègre”. She hires a secretary, Georges Simenon, who went on
to become the famous prolific writer of over 50 novels adapted
for the French cinema and dozens overseas, including the
famous commissaire Maigret. In 1927, she successfully
attempts singing and tries her hand at film. She is famous for
Zouzou by Marc allégret in 1934 and Princesse Tam Tam by
edmond Greville in 1935. during World War II, she works bravely
for the resistance. In the 1960s, penniless, Princess Grace of
Monaco comes to her aid, providing her with a roof over her
head at 39 avenue Varavilla. after a comeback in 1975 she dies
aged 69 at the height of her fame. She is buried in Monaco next
to one of her ex-husbands, Jo Bouillon.

Roquebrune filmography
2012 - L’Arnacoeur / Heartbreaker by Pascal
chaumeuil starring romain duris and Vanessa
Paradis at the hôtel Vista Palace
2011 - Les Tuche / The Tuche Family by Olivier
Baroux starring Jean-Paul rouve and Isabelle Nanty,
at the Vista Palace
2008 - Amer / Bitter filmed by Bruno Forzani and
hélène cattet (Fantasy)
2006 - Hors de Prix / Priceless in 2006 by Pierre
Savadori starring audrey tautou and Gad elmaleh
2003 - 24 heures de la vie d’une femme / 24 Hours
in the Life of a Woman by Laurent Bouhnik starring
Michel Serrault and agnès Jaoui
2001 - La Chambre du fils / The Son’s Room by Nanni
Moretti starring Nani Moretti and Laura Morente
1998 - 1 chance sur 2 / Half a Chance by Patrice
Leconte starring Jean-Paul Belmondo, alain delon
and Vanessa Paradis
1983 - S.A.S à San Salvador / Terminate with
Extreme Prejudice by raoul coutard starring
corinne touzet and Miles O’Keeffe
1975 - The Romantic Englishwoman by Joseph Losey
starring Michael caine and Glenda Jackson
1966 - Le grand restaurant / The Big Restaurant by
Jacques Besnard starring Louis de Funès
1965 - Ne nous fâchons pas / Let’s Not Get Angry by
Georges Lautner starring Lino Ventura and Mireille
darc
1961 - Tender is the Night, the same rex Ingram who
would inspire F. Scott Fitzgerald’s film director
character. It was shot in la Vigie and starred Jason
robards Jr and Jennifer Jones

Alice Terry (1899-1987)
Wife of rex Ingram, she appears in 39 films between 1916 and
1921. She also tries her hand at directing. her “star” is on the
hollywood Boulevard Walk of Fame.
Rex Ingram (1892-1950)
erich Von Stroheim believed him to be the greatest director in
the world. In 1921 he directs his greatest success The 4
horsemen of the apocalypse starring rudolf Valentino adapted
from the novel by Blasco Ibanez. In the 1920s, he takes over as
director of the Studios de la Victorine. the emergence of sound
films is the death knell for his film career.

Silvano Mangano (1930-1989)
a splendid actress, Miss rome 1946, popular with the great
Italian directors. She would be the unforgettable actress in Riz
Amer / Bitter Rice in 1949.
dino de Laurentiis
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Italian producer or co-producer, with no less than 500 films and
38 Oscar nominations to his credit. From Barbarella to King
Kong, Blue Velvet, he knows how to pick successful films.
Married for 40 years to actress Silvana Mangano, they have 4
children including the director raffaela de Laurentiis born in
1954. In the 70s, they own the villa casa del Mar built by tersling
in 1903.

Tilda Thamar (1917-1989)
Magnificent actress nicknamed “the argentinian sex bomb”
who lived in a villa in the Golfe Bleu quarter. encouraged by her
husband, painter Vidal Quadras, she also becomes a painter. In
1972, she tries her hand at directing, filming L’Appel in
roquebrune-cap-Martin. It would turn out to be a premonitory
film as the actress would die at the wheel of her car on her way
back from Germany in exactly same circumstances as in the
film.



La Turbie

STARTING POINT
FOR CAR CHASES

the starting point of one of the most beautiful roads on the
French side of the riviera overlooking the Mediterranean. the
stuff of imagination, veiled in mystique.
the trophée d’auguste, Franco-roman historic monument high
above the village, provides an ideal backdrop for thrilling car
chases.

Films shot there
2012 - 11.6 by Philippe Godeau starring François
cluzet
2006 - Hors de Prix / Priceless by Pierre Salvadori
starring audrey tautou and Gad elmaleh
1998 - Ronin: the car chase
1977 - La Coccinelle à Monte-Carlo / Herbie goes to
Monte Carlo by Vincent Mceveety
1975 - A Romantic Englishwoman by Joseph Losey
starring Glenda Jackson and Michael caine
1955 - To Catch a Thief by alfred hitchcock

Eze

HILLTOP VILLAGE HIGH
ABOVE THE MEdITERRANEAN

eze clings to the hilltop like an eagle’s nest between the sky and
the Mediterranean… Follow in the footsteps of philosopher
Nietzsche, push open the entrance gate and enter an earthly
paradise where the scents of jasmine, bougainvillea and roses
mingle along its steep, fresh lanes.

Address Book
5
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CHATEAU dE LA CHèVRE d’OR
5A

In 1953, robert Wolf is seduced by La chèvre d’Or, a very special
place which he converts into a restaurant. It’s an instant
success! the establishment’s renown is international. In 1957, it
is firmly in the media spotlight when Walt disney pays a visit...
robert Wolf goes on to purchase neighbouring private houses
which he converts into rooms.
the hotel becomes one of the six staging posts along the “La
route du Bonheur” founded in 1954 by Marcel tilloy, originator
of the relais & châteaux chain. the restaurant wins its first
Michelin star thanks to Mr Pernet.
In 1960, Bruno Ingold, South african consul in Monaco, advisor
to the Prince of Monaco, goes into partnership with his friend
robert Wolf to develop the hotel side of the château which only
had six rooms. the hotel continues to expand to this day in the
heart of the village.
Princes and Princesses, politicians, actresses and actors such
as Lauren Bacall, Marlène dietrich, elisabeth taylor, Marisa
Berenson, humphrey Bogart, roger Moore, tony curtis, clint
eastwood, robert de Niro... have all stayed at La chèvre d’Or.
> www.chevredor.com
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Cap d’ A il
FROM THE FRèRES
LUMIèRE TO SACHA GUITRy
a little town on the Monaco border with a stunning coast road
whose charms were first showcased by the inventors of
cinema…

On the film trail
CAP d’AIL & SACHA GUITRy
every year, at the height of the season, the King of French
theatre fled the capital to his home in the sun, Les Funambules,
at cap d’ail. the city has paid homage by dedicating its public
garden to him and creating various theatre events.
Parc Sacha Guitry is on the sea front next to the great author’s
villa. Visitors can stroll, read or reflect in the garden.

Beaulieusur-M er

LUXURIOUS & SELECT

Beaulieu-sur-Mer may be small but it has a rich and fascinating
history. From early man to the romans, Napoleon and
churchill… Beaulieu-sur-Mer has been an important historical
place.
In 1950: Gregory Peck was awarded the keys to the city of
Beaulieu-sur-Mer.

Address Book
L’AFRICAN qUEEN, Gilbert Vissian’s chic brasserie. For
over 40 years, this restaurant on Beaulieu-sur-Mer marina has
played host to celebrities passing through the region. Baudoin,
Belgian king, loved to lunch on a grilled meat or fish in the sun,
and Bono, the charismatic lead singer of u2, always stops off
when staying in his villa at eze.

LA RéSERVE dE BEAULIEU

Expert review by Jérôme Dumur
La réserve de Beaulieu boasts one of the finest visitor books
on the riviera with signatures of royals, billionaires and
performers. Including Mistinguett…
there is nothing finer than the swimming pool at La réserve
de Beaulieu on a summer’s afternoon. But what very few
swimmers know is that 130 years ago, bass, red snappers,



LES VILLAS LUMIèRE
1, avenue François de May and 8, avenue charles Blanc
In 1896, the Lumière came to Nice. they hired the théâtre de
l’eldorado to screen their “animated photography” depicting
scenes from the latest Nice carnival. On discovering the
charms of the côte d’azur, antoine, “Père Lumière”, was
undoubtedly encouraged to stay there. In any case, in 1902 he
took a close interest in La turbie, building three large, white
villas there. the Lumière family do not appear to have stayed
there for very long periods at a time as the houses were
permanent construction sites.
One of the 3 houses was bombed at the end of World War II.
Of the remaining 2, one has been divided into apartments and
the other is in the process of being converted into an events
venue.

lobsters and crustaceans swam exactly where they are today.
the charming infinity pool is the descendant of an immense
fish pond: the famous “réserve”. Pierre Lottier, founder,
ambitious restaurateur encouraged the jet set to come to his
establishment, betting on the draw of the Mediterranean. On
the menu: a stunning sea view and, above all, fresh fish. he had
a pool dug where fishermen can come and empty their catches
fresh from their nets. Very soon, wealthy tourists take the bait,
including the Belgian king, Leopold II, Sir thomas Lipton, Leon
tolstoy, Gustave eiffel, and Gordon Bennett, american press
magnate and lover of French gastronomy. he has a telephone
installed at La réserve so that he can combine business and
pleasure, directing his empire from his dining table. the first
in Beaulieu.
to this day, the hotel’s telephone number - +33 (0)4 93 01 0001
- bears witness to this initiative. twenty-five years after its
opened, the restaurant doubles up as a hotel. It is extended in
the 1950s with the building of a large Florentine villa. Its visitor
book is bursting with signatures of aristocrats, captains of
industry and... numerous stars: rita hayworth, clark Gable,
Paul Newman, edith Piaf, Jean Marais and Frank Sinatra.
a perfume of Parnassus which owes much to the shapely legs
of the roaring twenties superstar Mistinguett. the queen of
the music hall was one of the very first “stars” to adopt the
establishment. So much so that in the spring of 2003, when
choosing a name for their premium suite, Nicole and Jeanclaude delion, owners of the establishment since 1990, chose
to pay homage to the Parisian singer.
La Miss, who loved nothing better than lounging around on the
terrace at La réserve, would doubtless have loved the duplex
which now bears her name. She would have rehearsed a few
dance steps in the 90m2 lounge where there was little risk of
bumping in the walls! She would have worked on tanning her
beautiful legs on the 100m2 private terrace before basking in
the warm jacuzzi with its clear sea view.
and who knows what beautiful romantic trysts she may have
enjoyed in her private suite before sharing a candlelit dinner
under the stars.
> www.reservebeaulieu.com

THE GLAMOUR CAPE
refuge of numerous royals and celebrities, the village has been
famous since 1908 when the Grand hôtel was built to
accommodate a wealthy cosmopolitan clientele. Luxury houses
were also built, in particular by Belgian King Leopold II who
gradually bought up nearly the entire west side of the cape,
from Passable to the lighthouse.
during the war charlie chaplin loved its peace and quiet, staying
at Villa “Scoglietto”, later owned by david Niven. every morning,
he went fishing and enjoyed a relaxing time with his family. he
entertained guests such as Graham Greene, his neighbour in
antibes, Ian Fleming, author of the James Bond books and Jean
cocteau his neighbour in Saint-Jean-cap-Ferrat.

Postc

La Villa
Ephrussi de
Rothchild.
Gem of the
Côte d ’Azur!
An Italian
Renaissanceinspired palace boasting
a wealth of styles from every period with strong
Lombardian, Venetian and Spanish influences.
The grounds were landscaped between 1905 and
1912. It was the brainchild of Baronne Béatrice who
fell in love with its enchanting setting and decided to
landscape its 7 virgin hectares to create a sumptuous
showcase for her art collection (18th century
furniture, Sèvres and Vincennes porcelain, etc.).
La Baronne bequeathed her entire villa and all its
treasures to the Institut de France Académie des
Beaux Arts which became its owner on her death
in 1934.
La Villa is surrounded by nine themed gardens
overlooking Villefranche-sur-Mer and Beaulieu-surMer bays. Its enchanting views are enhanced by the
spectacle of its musical water features which
animate the French garden every 20 minutes giving it
a fairy tale feel.
ard fro
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Address Book

Expert reviews by Jérôme Dumur
THE CAP FERRAT GRANd HôTEL
an enchanting place. a 30,000 m2 oasis on the arid flanks of cap
Ferrat, club dauphin is the Grand hôtel du cap Ferrat’s annexe by the
water’s edge.
It offers guests a haven of peace, a world of silence, barely disturbed
by the chirruping cicadas which populate the place in great number.
Immersion can be in stages, following a small path down through the
flower beds and large pines, to the swimming pool with its sun
loungers and famous “cabanas”, large, private, sought-after white
tents with sea views. those in a hurry can take the funicular, an ultramodern glazed cabin with air-conditioning.
although it might not feel like it, the place is over 70 years old. Le
Palace du cap Ferrat launched building works in 1938, entrusting it
to an Italian entrepreneur who had just arrived in the region.
Providential to say the least, his plans were of rare quality, worthy
of an engineer and his quote was low. however there was a catch.
It was later discovered that the mason was in fact a spy who had
used his construction site as a cover to gather intelligence on the
côte d’azur’s military defences.
Inaugurated in april 1939, the Sun Beach cap Ferrat, as it was
known at the time, was an instant hit. Praise was lavished on the
beauty and luxury of its Olympic-sized pool (33.33 m by 10, the
official specifications for the period!). the club has since
evolved.
the swimming pool is now flat, mirror-like, merging into the
Mediterranean, its close neighbour. the surrounding exotic hard
wood decking creates a refined sun lounge area. a clutch of
Slav or californian beauties can regularly be seen lounging
around watching their children learn the crawl with Pierre Gruneberg,
lifeguard to the stars, living legend in this eden.
> www.grand-hotel-cap-ferrat.com

LA VOILE d’OR
With its John Barry soundtrack, the title sequence to the Seventies
cult series the Persuaders! is etched in our memories. One of its
most famous sequences is the one where Lord Brett Sinclair, alias
roger Moore, and danny Wilde, the late tony curtis, turn round at
the same time to check out a pretty young girl in a purple bikini. as
in numerous scenes from the series, these shots were filmed on
the côte d’azur. Where exactly? On the terrace of the Voile d’Or,
in St-Jean-cap Ferrat, owned by the Lorenzi family for nearly half
a century.
the arrival of the The Persuaders! cameras in 1971 was no chance
affair. a host of British actors frequented the hotel created in the
roaring twenties by compatriot captain Powell. Novelist Somerset
Maugham was a regular. the establishment’s visitor book reveals
stays by david Niven, Peter Sellers, rod Stewart and richard
chamberlain. however it is not just appreciated by her Majesty’s
subjects, nowadays it plays host to visitors from around the world,
mainly attracted by its unique location.
La Voile d’Or is a large steamship moored in St-Jean-cap-Ferrat port,
a billionaires’ playground. an enchanting neighbourhood where the
wind in the sails of the surrounding yachts is enough to make anyone
want to set sail! the very shape of the hotel invites a marine metaphor.
a large Florentine-inspired villa housing 45 “cabins” (41 rooms, one
junior suite and three apartments) with a terrace-garden, a long point
running towards the sea like the prow of a transatlantic ocean liner.
> www.lavoiledor.fr
roger Moore, one of the 2 actors in the famous series, can still be seen
today in Saint-Paul de Vence mainly at the colombe d’Or.



BELOVEd OF THE AMERICANS
the village benefitted amply from spin-off from the côte d’azur
film industry at the Studios de la Victorine and the cannes Film
Festival. Its filmography is prestigious: To Catch a Thief, Baie
des Anges / Bay of Angels, Never Say Never Again and the The
Jewel of the Nile were shot in the village.
the bay is best described as an earthly paradise. the area
around the famous restaurant “la Mère Germaine” and the
citadel, La darse royal port and the cocteau museum is one of
the côte d’azur’s best preserved film sets.

Postc
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Villefranchesur-M er

Villefranche-sur-M er

Villefranche-sur-Mer has
retained its picturesque charm over
the centuries: the warm colours of the Mediterranean
facades, the steep lanes with a feel of yesteryear, its
citadel, rare works by Cocteau, Volti or Goetz… A
wealth of riches in a village situated on one of the
most beautiful straits in the world - a prized
mooring for prestigious cruise ships.

Other films shot
in Villefranche
1942 - Macao, l’enfer du jeu / Gambling Hell by Jean
delannoy
1950 - errol Flynn in The Adventures of Captain
Fabian
1951 - Captain Horatio hornblower starring Gregory
Peck (on Quai courbet)
1955 - To Catch a Thief filmed in the Villa agnelli
1961 -The Story of the Count of Monte Cristo (La
darse)
1971 - Il était une fois un flic / There was once a cop
by Georges Lautner starring Mireille darc and
Michel constantin - hôtel Welcome)
1983 - Never Say Never Again starring Sean connery
and Kim Basinger on Port de la darse.
1985 - Conseil de Famille / Family Business starring
Fanny ardant and Gérard depardieu.
1985 - The Jewel of the Nile starring Michael douglas
and Kathleen turner
1985 - Under the Cherry Moon starring Prince
1993 - Son of the Pink Panther by Blake edwards
1993 - Les audacieux / Deep Trouble starring robert
Wagner - director: Mastroianni
2009 - Kiss and Kill by robert Luketic

Address Book
HôTEL WELCOME
cocteau was a regular guest.
2 rooms with links to cocteau: official and actual rooms.
> www.welcomehotel.com

LA MèRE GERMAINE restaurant was frequented by all the
major stars: its visitor book boasts signatures such as rita hayworth,
Liza Minnelli, elizabeth taylor, Brigitte Bardot, david Niven, anthony
Queen plus Martine carol, Omar Sharif and Vittorio de Sica…
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On the film trail
cocteau is one of the village’s ambassadors. rue Obscure
in particular featured in his film Orphée aux enfers /
Orpheus in the Underworld.

RUE OBSCURE
Built between the 14th and 16th centuries, it is a historic
walkway running the length of the Mediaeval ramparts.
approximately 130 metres are covered. It served as a
shelter for the population in the event that the old city was
bombarded. the second section has been partially covered
over by the inhabitants down the centuries resulting in a
more disparate architecture.
a listed historic monument, it is the city’s main tourist
attraction.
an information point for the côte d’azur Painters cultural
and tourist trail is located at the entrance to the rue
Obscure reproducing the work of the same name by Jean
cocteau.

LA CHAPELLE SAINT-PIERRE
a romanesque style chapel (14th century), with an interior
by cocteau (1957-1958), dedicated to his fisherman friends.
Scenes of the life of the apostle Peter are depicted on its
walls.

LA dARSE & LA CITAdELLE
The Citadel
Imposing stone fortress, built to defend the old town. Built
between 1554-1557 on the orders of emmanuel Phillibert,
duc de Savoie, the citadel has been restored and since 1981
has housed the town hall, a conference centre plus four
museums:
•
the Fondation Volti, houses the artist’s sculptures and
sanguines,
•
the Musée Goetz Boumeester displays works by Goetz
plus drawings by masters such as Picasso, Miró,
hartung...,
•
the roux collection houses a series of ceramic figurines
depicting scenes from the Middles ages and the
renaissance (Jousting, Grape harvest, Marriage…),
•
the 24th Bataillon des chasseurs alpins memorabilia.

La darse Royal Port
Natural port fortified in 1388 by the ducs de Savoie. In 1713,
the ducs de Savoie are crowned Kings of Sardinia, La darse
becomes a royal port. In 1730, major works commence:
construction of the lighthouse, dry dock, naval dockyard
and forge. Followed in 1770 by the prison, rope factory and
officer’s barracks. today it is a marina with a wonderfully
preserved architectural heritage. curiosity: six small niches
in the ramparts which served as kitchens for the galleys as
fires on board the boats were forbidden when they were
docked.



Cagnes-sur-M er
THE RENOIR FAMILY

Cagnessur-M er
m

Postc

Le Haut-de-Cagnes, a
picturesque village perched
atop the château mound,
is the oldest district in
Cagnes-sur-Mer.
Over 800 inhabitants live
in the district, awarded listed
historic site status in 1948. It has
successfully conserved its peaceful village life away from
the hustle and bustle of the large cities on the Côte
d ’Azur. Centuries-old patina, stones charged with
history, narrow, shaded, flower-lined lanes, unusual
views of the Mediterranean and Mercantour, above all
it attracts visitors in search of authenticity.
Every summer, a Boules Carrées (square boules)
competition is organised in the steep lanes of the village.
Horse-racing fans can also take advantage of the
Côte d ’Azur racetrack.
ard fro

Cagnes-sur-Mer is a seaside resort with 2 miles of pebbled
beaches. It is a lively little fishing port, typical of the South, with a
wealth of water sports.
Many great painters have passed through Cagnes-sur-Mer,
including the most famous of them all, Renoir, who lived at
Domaine des Collettes. He invited the most talented artists of the
day to stay including Soutine, Derain…

2012 News
Cagnes sur Mer’s Renoir Museum will re-open in June
2013.
Renoir by Gilles Bourdos starring Michel Bouquet and
Vincent Rottiers (2012)
The fourth feature length film by Gilles Bourdos
portraying the painter’s relationship with his son, the
future film-maker, was shown at Cannes 2012 as the
closing film in the “Un Certain Regard” section.
Synopsis: 1915, we are on the Côte d’Azur, in the
company of a great painter at the end of his life
(Pierre-Auguste Renoir) and a young man starting his
film-making career (Jean Renoir). One character
connects the two shy men: Andrée (the radiant Christa
Theret), latest model of the author of the Baigneuses
/ Women Bathers, with whom the son falls head over
heels in love.

Cagnes-sur-Mer

& the Renoir

Le Domaine des Collettes / Renoir Museum in Cagnes-sur-Mer was the happy home
of famous painter Pierre-Auguste Renoir who lived there from 1908 until his death
in 1919. His youngest son, Claude Renoir, inherited the property and lived there until
1960. Jean Renoir also sought sanctuary there in tough times.
Jean Renoir is the second son of impressionist painter Pierre-Auguste Renoir. He
appears in many of his father’s paintings, in particular in the arms of his mother
Gilberte or beside his brother Claude (Coco)
His films, for a long time misunderstood and underestimated, appear in hindsight
to have been deeply influenced by changes in French cinema between 1930 and
1950, before French cinema opened up with the New Wave. François Truffaut was particularly influenced by Jean Renoir.
In 1924 in Cagnes he married one of his father’s models Andrée Heuchling whom he divorced in 1930. He was a regular celebrity guest at
the Cannes Film Festival and directed numerous films throughout his life.
His most famous films include:
1924: La Fille de l'eau / The Girl of the Water
1924: Catherine
1926: Nana
1928: La petite marchande d'allumettes /
The Little Match Girl
1931: On purge Bébé / Baby’s Laxative
1933: Madame Bovary
1936: Le Crime de M. Lange / The Crime of
Monsieur Lange
1936: La vie est à nous / A Life for Us
1936: Partie de campagne / A Day in the
Country (released in 1946)
1937: La Grande Illusion / Grand Illusion
1937: La Bête humaine / The Human Beast

or Judas Was a Woman
1938: La Marseillaise / The Marsellaise
1939: La Règle du jeu / The Rules of the
Game
1955: French Cancan
1956: Éléna et les homes / Elena & her Men
1959: Le Déjeuner sur l'herbe / The
Luncheon on the Grass
1961: Le Testament du docteur Cordelier /
Experiment in Evil
1962: Le Caporal épinglé / The Elusive
Corporal
1971: Le Petit Théâtre de Jean Renoir (TV) /
The Little Theatre of Jean Renoir

The American period:
1941: L'Étang tragique / Swamp Water
1943: Vivre libre / This Land is mine
1944: Salut à la France / A Salute to France
1945: L'Homme du Sud / The Southerner
1946: Le Journal d'une femme de chambre
/ The Diary of a Chambermaid
1946: La Femme sur la plage / The Woman
on the Beach
1951: Le Fleuve / The River
1953: Le Carrosse d'or / The golden coach
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Saint-Paul
de Vence

PREVERT, MONTANd,
SIGNORET & OTHERS…

On the film trail

Saint-Paul de Vence has enjoyed close links with the 7th art since
the 1950s.
the greatest French and international films actors have passed
through the village, some leaving an indelible trace.

The 1980s, Yves Montand plays the part of Provencal
local to perfection in the village square.
The actor-singer is quite an expert, boule in hand
and straw boater on his head.

LA COLOMBE d’OR
Legendary inn where painters and poets stayed from the
1920s onwards. In the 1940s, it became a favourite film star
haunt. during the cannes Film Festival and when filming on
the côte d’azur, actors, directors and producers would seek
out Saint-Paul de Vence, a haven of peace far from the hustle
and bustle of the coast. La colombe d’Or became a refuge
where they could relax and have fun between takes. regulars
at the famous Saint-Paul establishment include curd Jurgens,
charlie chaplin, Orson Welles, Line renaud, romy Schneider,
Vittorio de Sica, Michael caine, Liza Minnelli.
> www.la-colombe-dor.com

Loyal Customers
although some only pass through Saint-Paul de Vence, others
decide to stay longer. Saint-Paul de Vence’s emblematic couple,
yves Montand and Simone Signoret, symbolise such loyal
attachment to the village. they met at the colombe d’Or in
1949 then got married in the village in 1951. at one point the
couple lived in a village house across from the town hall.

THE CAFE dE LA PLACE
Simply step outside the colombe d’Or and cross over the
street to the Place de Gaulle. the boules pitch and the
café de la Place were the favourite playground of many a
film actor. Yves Montand, Georges Géret, Line renaud,
Bernard Blier played some highly competitive boules
matches there. Lino Ventura only tired of pétanque when
it was time for a game of belote, the traditional card game,
in the café de la Place with his Saint-Paul friends.

OTHER PLACES TO dISCOVER
•
•

•
•

La Miette (Jacques Prévert’s house): rue de l’allée.
L’Ormeau (Jacques Prévert’s house): chemin des
Gardettes.
Simone Signoret’s house: descente de la castre.
the town hall, scene of a series of famous marriages :
Yves Montand and Simone Signoret in 1951, henriGeorges clouzot and Inès Bise in 1963, Gene Wilder and
Gilda radner in 1984, arielle dombasle and Bernardhenri Lévy in 1994.

the tourist Office runs a guided tour on the theme “SaintPaul de Vence & film” on the trail of the famous film stars
associated with Saint-Paul de Vence and the locations of
film scenes shot in the village.
For information on the guided tours offered by the SaintPaul de Vence tourist office log onto the Office de
tourisme website at www.saint-pauldevence.com.



Jacques Prévert, a Saint Paul resident from the beginning of
the 1940s until the middle of the 1950s, lived at La Miette then
at L’Ormeau, his two pied-à-terres in the village.
his presence would attract other directors to the village, such
as Henri-Georges Clouzot or André Cayatte to film Mystère
Picasso / The Mystery of Picasso and Les amants de Vérone /
The Lovers of Verona. Georges Géret stayed in a house in the
rue Grande while Lino Ventura regularly rented a room above
the café de la Place. to this day, stars such as Roger Moore or
Michel Boujenah prefer the peace and quiet of a villa in the
Saint-Paul countryside.

Anecdote…
the village’s heyday was in the 1950s and 1960s when Saint-Paul de
Vence was transformed into a fabulous film set frequented by stars
from La Victorine, hollywood and cinecittà. Its glory days are rich in
anecdotes. among them, the 1954 encounter between the Mayor of
Saint-Paul de Vence and alfred hitchcock who, preparing to shoot To
Catch a Thief, wanted to shoot a funeral scene in the village cemetery.
the mayor refused, in spite of hitchcock’s insistence and the generous
donation that the latter was prepared to make to the good works of
the commune. the refusal provoked a memorable angry outburst from
the famous director who was used to getting his own way…

by Alfred Hit chc ock
195 4, To Cat ch a Thie f directiveedCar
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Saint-Paul de Vence filmography

Maeght Foundation

the village and surrounding countryside have served as locations for several
films, including:
• Moment to moment by Mervyn Leroy (1965): scenes shot on the terrace
of the colombe d’Or and Place de la Grande Fontaine
• Ne nous fâchons pas / Let’s Not Get Angry by Georges Lautner (1966):
scenes shot on the cagnes and Vence roads
• Atout cœur à Tokyo pour OSS 117 / Mission to Tokyo (1966) by Michel
Boisrond: scenes shot in the Maeght Foundation gardens
• Big kiss by Billy zane (2003): scenes shot on the boules pitch and on the
café de la Place terrace

5
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Vence

Anecdote...

FILM LOCATION
EXTRAORdINAIRE

On the route du col de Vence road, there is a place with the
evocative name: “Le tournant du cinéma” (film bend), where
numerous film crews filmed regularly in the 50s and 60s.
the village played host to Walt disney at the beginning of the
60s, James Ivory in the 90s and numerous directors have come
there to film feature length films, television films or
commercials in Vence itself, the old town or up on the deserted
heights of the col de Vence.

Vence filmography

GRACE KELLy IN THE MATISSE CHAPEL

1942 - Les visiteurs du soir / The Devil’s Envoys by
Marcel carné
1948 - L’école buissonnière / Passion for Life by JeanPaul Le chanois
1958 - Sérénade au Texas / Serenade of Texas by
richard Pottier
1965 - Le naïf amoureux / The Naif in Love by Philippe
ducrest
1966 - Ne nous fâchons pas / Let’s Not Get Angry by
Georges Lautner

1955: Grace Kelly comes to cannes for the film The Country
Girl
by George Seaton. She also wins an Oscar for the role.
“Grace Kelly has an appointment with Picasso in Vallauris for
documentary. Picasso fails to show up. Grace finds herself
in the chapel decorated by Matisse. a scoop in itself as the
chapel has not yet been inaugurated. Grace kneels before
Saint-dominique, prays fervently. the next day she meets
Prince rainier of Monaco.” anecdote by Maurice Bessy,
general delegate, FIF, - cannes Memories

Address Book
THE CHâTEAU SAINT MARTIN & SPA
hosts film stars incognito on a regular basis.

Expert review by Jérôme Dumur

5

Much has been written about the château Saint-Martin
& Spa. It is rumoured that on certain evenings the Baou
des Pénitents Blancs, the large rocky outcrop
overlooking the hotel, is the setting for “close
encounters of the 3rd kind”. It is also rumoured that
Martin, future bishop of tours, stopped off here in 350
ad, and, since then, the place has borne the name of the
saint, father of the catholic church. above all, legend
has it that this charming hotel is built on the ruins of a
former templar outpost, dating from the 12th century,
concealing the treasure trove of the famous monksoldiers. doubtless the stuff of dreams. But they
nevertheless bear witness to the fascination that this
small corner of paradise, perched on the heights of
Vence, still inspires.
One thing is certain: there is something magical about
the setting. the treasure waiting to be discovered is in
fact nature! In addition to its elegant interiors which
have earned it a “relais & châteaux” award, its spa, its
cellar bursting with the best vintages in France and its
Michelin-starred cuisine, “five star” Vence, there is its
unspoilt setting. Firstly, there is the view of the lower alpine foothills and the blue expanse of the Mediterranean. then there are the
grounds: fourteen hectares of greenery, partly landscaped by Jean Mus, famous riviera landscape architect, king of the Mediterranean
garden. With its 300 centuries-old olive trees, its large lavender parterres, its small paths bordered by multi-coloured flowers, this
magnificent natural setting is a haven of peace in modern times.
Moreover, it’s not by chance that Brad Pitt and angelina Jolie stayed there for several weeks in order to get away from the paparazzi.
> www.chateau-st-martin.com
5
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Tourrettessur-Loup
this small village is known as the Violet capital. as early
as 1925 it screened silent films at the café cresp and, in
the same year, was the location for L’espionne aux yeux
noirs, a spy film by henri Fontaines.
christian Jacque filmed there regularly. Fernandel and
Jacques Prévert lived there in the 1940s.

Anecdote
during the filming of To Catch a Thief, Grace Kelly rested
on the milestone in front of garage Sartory, earning it
the nickname “the Grace Kelly milestone”!

La Gaude
& Pagnol
Marcel Pagnol and his Josette lived in La Gaude for a
while out in the countryside surrounded by olive trees
and carnations in his garden. he was happy there, but
Josette got bored. Pagnol finds his wife a role in The
Beauty & the Beast by his friend cocteau. But she has
to return to Paris to film, once there she meets up with
her former lovers and separates from the writer.
In 1962, Pagnol and Jacqueline Bouvier who played the
role of Manon des Sources in 1952, move to the
domaine de l’etoile.
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Antibes
Juan-les-Pins

Antibes filmography

A SECLUdEd IdyLL
Since the 1920s, antibes and its summer quarter Juan-les-Pins
have been a popular holiday playground for artists, writers and
american business men.
Its cape, plunging into the Mediterranean and its prestigious
hotels have also attracted the greatest stars of american
cinema. everyone now prefers the privacy of the grand hotels of
the famous cape to the popular, media circus on La croisette, in
particular during the cannes Film Festival.

Postc
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Antibes
Juan-les-Pins
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1952 - Les quatre sergents du Fort Carré by andré
hugon starring François Patrice, Michel Jourdain
and Jean carmet…

8A

7A

Or nearly...

7A

6A

2011 - Un aller simple pour Antibes / A One-Way To
Antibes by richard hobert (released in Sweden in
September 2011).
Scenes filmed in the streets of Old antibes, at the
Provencal market in 2012.

6A

5A

“Antibes ” in the title

5A

The ramparts of
Antibes house the
Picasso Museum,
the Safranier
district and its
shopkeepers
(including the famous
bakers who designed the
wedding rolls for Prince Albert II and Charlène), its
local market and its adorable fashion boutiques… An
ideal combination of Provencal authenticity plus its
legendary cape.
ard fro

1966 - Ne nous fâchons pas / Let’s Not Get Angry by
Georges Lautner starring Lino Ventura
1974 - Les seins de glace / Someone is bleeding by
Georges Lautner starring alain delon and Mireille darc
1979 - Flic ou voyou / Cop or Hood by Georges Lautner
starring Jean-Paul Belmondo
1981 - Est-ce bien raisonnable by Georges Lautner
starring Miou Miou and Gérard Lanvin
1983 - Never Say Never Again by Irvin Kercher starring
Sean connery
1986 - Under the Cherry Moon by Prince
1986 - I Love You by Marco Ferreri starring christophe
Lambert
1988 - Le Grand Bleu / The Big Blue by Luc Besson
starring rosanna arquette, Jean-Marc Barr and Jean
réno
1994 - La cité de la Peur / Fear City: A Family-style
Comedy by alain Berberian
1997 - Rebecca by Jim O’Brien (released in Great Britain
and Germany) starring charles dance and emilia Fox
1998 - Une chance sur deux / Half a Chance by Patrice
Leconte starring Jean-Paul Belmondo, alain delon and
Vanessa Paradis
1998 - Les Kidnappeurs / The Kidnappers by Graham Guit
starring Melvil Poupaud, elodie Bouchez and romain
duris
1998 - Paparazzi by alain Berberian starring Vincent
Lindon and Patrick timsit
1998 - Simon Sez by Kevin elders (released in the uSa
in 1998) starring dennis rodman
1998 - Lolita by adrian Lyne starring Jeremy Irons and
Melanie Griffith
1999 - La part des choses by Julien
danada (antibes director) filmed
entirely in antibes
1999 - La fille sur le pont / Girl on the
Bridge by Patrice Leconte starring
Vanessa Paradis and daniel auteuil
2003 - Les liaisons dangereuses /
Dangerous Liaisons by José dayan
starring catherine deneuve and
rupert everett, Natasha Kinski
2009 - Le premier cercle / First Circle
by Laurent tuel starring Jean réno
2010 - Le Siffleur / The Whistler by
Philippe Lefebvre starring François
Berléand, thierry Lhermitte
2010 - Kiss and Kill by robert Luketic starring ashton
Kutcher and Katherine heigl
2011 - Mission sacrée (television film) starring
christophe Malavoy
2011 - Itinéraire Bis by Jean-Luc Perréard starring Fred
testot and Leila Bekhti
2011 - Monte Carlo produced by Nicole Kidman
2012 - Pauline Détective by Marc Fitoussi starring
audrey Lamy and Sandrine Kimberlain
2012 - D’une vie à l’autre / Another Woman’s Life by
Sylvie testud starring Juliette Binoche and Matthieu
Kassovitz
2012 - Beau Rivage / On the Shore by Julien donada
starring daniel duval
2012 - De rouille et d’os / Rust & Bone by Jacques
audiard starring Marion cotillard
(Film nominated for the 2013 Golden Globes)

9A



On the film trail
CAP D’ANTIBES

JUAN-LES-PINS

Blue sky, sun… the scene is set for a stroll along the Cap d’Antibes.
For a stunning view, climb up to the La Garoupe lighthouse nestled
in the greenery of the Cap d’Antibes, near the Chapelle NotreDame de la Garoupe, a chapel dedicated to sailors.
Uninhabited up until 150 years ago, Cap d’Antibes’ rise was
encouraged by wealth celebrities of the 19th and 20th century.
Several grand hotels were built, followed by several majestic
villas.

Juan-les-Pins burst onto the scene in the Roaring Twenties, under
the drive of American billionaire Frank Jay Gould. And it shows!
Its streets are a riot of Art Deco architecture. The facades of the
Grand Pavois, Palais Beau Rivage, Hôtel Provençal or the “Villa
Aujourd’hui” guarding the entrance to the Cap d’Antibes, are
delights for walkers provided they can avert their gaze from the
numerous stunning ladies who flock there.

MARINELAND is a popular location for directors. Le Grand
Bleu / The Big Blue by Luc Besson created a real stir during the
1988 Cannes Film Festival and was subsequently hailed as the
film of a generation. It put the park centre stage.
In 2012, Jacques Audiard came there to film De rouille et d’os /
Rust & Bone starring Marion Cotillard.

USA cinema news!
De rouille et d’os / Rust & Bone starring Marion
Cotillard has been short-listed for the Golden
Globes at the beginning of January 2013.

In 2007, thanks to the film La Môme /
La Vie en Rose by Olivier Dahan,
Marion Cotillard became the third
French person to be named “best
actress” by the prestigious
Hollywood Oscars Academy,
after Claudette Colbert in
1935 and Simone Signoret in
1960. However, she was the
first to win the award for a
film filmed in French. It
opened the doors to studios
on the other side of the
Atlantic and allowed her to
film with some of the great
American and British directors
(Michael Mann, Woody Allen, Rob
Marshall, Christopher Nolan,
Steven Soderbergh, James Gray).
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The water-skiing scenes from the famous TV series "The Persuaders!"
were filmed in front of the Hôtel Belles Rives.
Legend has it that the water skis were launched from its pontoon.

Eden Roc
Villa Eilen Roc

LA VILLA EILEN ROC
In 1860, it was the done thing for Northern europe high society to
spend winter on the riviera. rich dutchman hugh-hope Loudon
bought a plot on the cape to build a luxury residence scheduled for
completion in 1867. It would be called eilenroc, anagram of
cornelia, the first name of Mr Loudon’s wife.
In 1927, the villa plus some of its furniture is bought by Mr
Beaumont and his wife. Louis-dudley Beaumont was an american
business magnate who had just married a young soprano in europe.
his wife, cosmopolitan and beautiful, continued her charitable
work.
the couple commissioned contemporary young artists to restore
and re-decorate the house. they use it to house their luxurious
collection of 18th century furniture and paintings. Jacques Greber,
consultant architect-landscaper for the 1939 New-York universal
exhibition, is commissioned by Mr Beaumont to restore the
immense 11-hectare estate to its former glory. the Beaumonts hold
prestigious receptions there, the crème de la crème of “the côte
d'azur” arriving in fleets of luxury cars.
today: a heady scented garden has been created at the entrance
to the rose garden. there is also a 3.7 km coastal path between the
Villa eilenroc beach and anse de la Garoupe cove. Walkers can
enjoy the exceptional panorama view along the cap d'antibes and
the Villa or stop off at the little beach at anse de l'argent faux
cove.

Address Book
L’EdEN ROC

Expert review by Jérôme Dumur
they flock there in May, every year. Who? the americans…
hollywood stars who draw such large crowds at the foot of the
famous cannes Film Festival steps. Madonna, Sylvester Stallone,
Sharon Stone, George clooney, cameron diaz, robert redford,
Steven Spielberg and a host of others have enjoyed the hospitality
of the hôtel du cap eden roc before stepping out on to the red
carpet of La croisette. their love affair with the hotel goes back a
long way. Gary cooper would bring his family down. tyrone Power
had drinks there with douglas Fairbanks Jr. Jack Warner, from



Warner Bros, darryl zanuck, producer of Cleopatra and The
Longest Day, and his wife, Virginia, daughter of William Fox (yes,
that Fox!) booked in for long stays. two future presidents eisenhower and Kennedy - came to soak up the sun and the dolce
vita atmosphere. rumour even has it that rita hayworth, dining
alone one evening, made the acquaintance of another diner, alone
like her: a certain aga Khan!
Where accounts for the good and the great of hollywood’s love for
the “eden roc” as they call it? Precisely: the eden rock! a single
storey building on the water’s edge, built in 1914 to house the
hotel’s tea room. Overlooking the swimming pool, dug out of the
rock in the same year as the main building. today it hosts two
restaurants and the hotel’s most sought-after suites, including the
“Presidential”, an apartment which opens out on to a 250m2 terrace
with sea view. however, “the eden” does not explain everything. In
all likelihood its 33 seaside bungalows have in large part
contributed to the aura of the cap d’antibes grand hotel. In the
shade of the pines or on the rocks of the cape, just a few metres
from the edge of the Big Blue, every summer, the “cabins”, as they
like to call them, are home to a privileged few who pay top price for
the right to chill out. the californian stars also get to enjoy the
nine-hectare Mediterranean grounds, its century-old trees and its
rose garden. Last but not least, there is the impalpable: tranquillity,
intimacy, discretion, a sensation that celebrities from across the
atlantic sum up in a single word: “privacy”.
> www.hotel-du-cap-eden-roc.com

LE BELLES RIVES
the magic of 1920s Juan-les-Pins is even more evident at the
“Belles rives”. a firm fixture on Juan Bay for 70 years (always the
top grand hotel on the côte d’azur by the water’s edge), the hotel
is the faithful companion of the Juan summer. the greatest names
in jazz have stayed there for concerts in the neighbouring pine
forest.
Some guests will be remembered for a long time to come. Such as
ella Fitzgerald who called everyone “Sugar”, from the Mayor of
antibes to the hotel chauffeur. Miles davis also cut a dash in his
skimpy leopard print trunks proudly displayed on the Belles rives
pontoon and his pink cadillac parked in front of the establishment
to take him to the jazz festival stage just a few dozen metres away.
today it is one of the most beautiful hotels on the côte d’azur, an
art deco gem.
> www.bellesrives.com

THE FESTIVE
Vallauris is an international ceramics capital whose traditional
crockery potteries were transformed by the Massier family at
the end of the 19th century into artistic ceramics studios. Yet, it
would be the genius of Picasso which would take the know-how
of the master potters to new heights. Matisse, chagall, Jean
Marais would all contribute to the renown of Vallauris, which has
since been awarded the “Ville et métiers d’art” label. a host of
artists and craftsmen continue to work clay in their studios to
this day.

Great

stories

Postc
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Vallauris Golfe-Juan
m

Vallauris
Golfe-Juan

Stroll around the market in
the square with its famous Man
with a Lamb statue by Picasso
donated by the artist just a few metres from the chapel
housing his largest painted work War & Peace, displayed
in the national museum bearing his name.
Golfe-Juan, a family seaside resort with two marinas
and beautiful, fine sandy beaches entered the history books
when Napoleon I landed there on 1st March 1815 on
returning from exile in Elba.

Rita Hayworth’ s marriage to Prince Ali Khan
in Vallauris on 27 May 194 9.

rita hayworth, born on 17 October 1918 in New
York, died in the city on 14 May 1987. She was a
famous american actress, the female sex symbol
of the 1940s. Nicknamed “the love goddess”, she
becomes a living legend with her leading role in
Gilda, the legendary american film by charles
Vidor released in 1946. She was married to Orson
Welles, Prince ali Khan and dick haymes.
In spite of harry cohn’s plans for her - a western
starring her and William holden and a brilliant film
career in the united States - in 1948, rita hayworth
decides to spend some time in europe, far away
from the bright lights of hollywood.
On 3 July, at a party in cannes thrown by elsa
Maxwell, the famous american chronicler, the
actress is presented to Prince ali Khan, son of the
aga Khan III (religious leader of the Ismaelites, a
minority in Shi’ite Islam).
after a romance played out in the glare of the
tabloids, in marrying ali Khan in Vallauris, on 27 May
1949, rita hayworth becomes a princess well
before Grace Kelly, during a sumptuous ceremony
worthy of a big budget production. Before a
delighted crowd, ali and rita appear in a white
cadillac convertible. the actress wears a blue silk
muslin dress by Jacques Fath and a large veil.
at the end of the day a reception is held at the château de l’horizon in Golfe-Juan
owned by the prince, converted into a hollywood villa for the occasion. the venue is
decorated with thirty thousand roses. two white carnation wreaths in the shape of
the initials a and M (for Margarita) float in a swimming pool containing four hundred
and fifty litres of eau de cologne. It took eight chefs to prepare the buffets. Five
trucks are needed for the champagne, caviar, lobster and other delicacies.
to celebrate the occasion French actor Yves Montand sings some of his songs and
300 reporters from all around the world flock to cover the most glamorous event of
1949.
today on the building, previously the town hall where Pablo Picasso married Jacqueline
roque in 1961, is a marble plaque commemorating the event. the building is opposite
the château Musée housing the “Musée national Picasso La Guerre et La Paix.”
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JEAN MARAIS, VALLAURIS RESIdENT, FILM
LEGENd
From childhood, Jean Marais knew exactly what he wanted to do
when he grew up: draw and act. the lure of the film set and stage
is the strongest. On failing the competitive entrance exam to the
conservatoire he decides to take drama lessons with charles
dullin. he learns the rudiments of his profession there and works
as an extra to pay for his lessons.

Cocteau - Marais, a legendary couple
For cocteau, it was love at first sight, a physical attraction. Within
10 days Jean Marais in turn has fallen for the charm of cocteau.
their “love story” would last 12 years, until 1949. It was followed
by a loving friendship which would last until cocteau’s death in
1963. a passionate, tumultuous story. cocteau understood the
young man’s potential. he listened to his ambitions, his hopes,
wrote roles especially for him. cocteau quickly understood that
the theatre would not be enough. he needed to take an interest
in film. to find a common path, a way of holding onto Marais…
Jean Marais’ film success was also down to Jean cocteau, for
whom in 1943, in delannoy’s film L’Éternel retour / Love Eternal,
Jean Marais becomes the archetypal symbol of all youth. this is
followed by: La belle et la bête / Beauty & the Beast, L’aigle à 2
têtes / The Double-Headed Eagle, Les Parents Terribles / The
Storm Within, Le comte de Monte-Cristo / The Story of the Count
of Monte Cristo…
In addition to his brilliant film-maker career, Jean Marais has an
interesting theatre career. he also joins the comédie Française
troupe at the end of the 1940s.
In the 1960s, he becomes a popular actor, using his athletic gifts
to great effect in a whole series of adventure and swash-buckling
films in which he does all his own stunts. From the Bossu / The
King’s Avenger to Capitan / Captain Fracasse and from the
Mystères de Paris / The Mysteries of Paris to Fantômas, Jean
Marais immediately wins over a whole new audience.
the French film legend acted in 79 films and in 72 plays.
“I feel at home in Vallauris”
It is a friendship which starts in 1973. Jean Marais is sixty years
old. he is living in cabris, near Grasse but wants to “feel the earth”,
to create objects. In June Jean Marais comes to buy land in the
pottery town of Vallauris. he is presented to Jo Pasquali who
agrees to become his “teacher”. Jean Marais loves his new
vocation. he is highly productive so Nini Pasquali suggests that
he exhibit his pieces in Vallauris in a gallery which opens in 1975.



the public likes his works often inspired by cocteau. In 1980, in
order to be closer to Nini and Jo whose friendship is like family
and fortress, the artist buys a property in Vallauris which he calls
“Le Préau”.
he takes part in the traditional annual Fête de la Poterie / Pottery
Festival held in the month of august. he designs the poster and
on festival day is paraded through the town on a cart. he is in his
element. For him, it is the symbol of his acceptance by Vallauris.
In 1993, the vast open air theatre built on the Port camille rayon
in Golfe-Juan is named after Jean Marais who was also patron of
a theatre festival.
Like Pablo Picasso and andré Villers before him, he is awarded
the freedom of the town of Vallauris Golfe-Juan. the artist dies
on 8 November 1998 and on 13 November his funeral service was
held in Vallauris where he lies in the old cemetery. Nini Pasquali
wanted the funerary monument to depict the two heads of the
beast and a resin replica of the monumental sculpture of the
“Sphinx”, a statue produced by Jean Marais.

Gallery cum museum
today the espace Jean Marais occupies what was a shopping
mall. entry is free, the space houses three rooms displaying over
one hundred original works illustrating Jean Marais’ career at
different periods of his life. Photos with famous actors, film
posters, a replica costume from the film Beauty & the Beast,
paintings plus ceramics works are on display to the general
public.
espace Jean Marais : Le Fournas. avenue des Martyrs de la
résistance - 06220 Vallauris. tel. +33 (0)4 93 63 46 11.
Open from 10am to 12.30pm and from 2pm to 6pm. closed on
Sundays and Mondays. entrance free.

Address Book
Jean Marais interior at RESTAURANT NOUNOU
restaurant Nounou is famous for two reasons. Its authentic fish
cuisine served in the marvellous setting of the bay of Golfe-Juan
plus its ceramic tile fresco measuring 4 metres by 3 and the
fountain designed by actor Jean Marais, a regular of the
establishment, frequented by many famous actors, in particular
during the cannes film festival.
TETOU, Vallauris’ other famous address is frequented by a host
of film stars.

Vallauris filmography
1983 - Les Compères/ ComDads, French film directed by
Francis Veber starring Gérard depardieu and Pierre
richard
1998 - Une chance sur deux / Half a Chance, French film
directed by Patrice Leconte, starring Jean-Paul
Belmondo, alain delon, Vanessa Paradis and Michel
aumont
1954 - Picasso, film by Lucianno emmer
43 minutes, colour, sound
Paris, Musée national d'art moderne, centre Georges
Pompidou
In 1953, a year after Picasso had finished War & Peace,
Luciano emmer decides to make a film about the work’s
genesis and process. as the two completed panels have
not yet been put up in the château chapel museum at
Vallauris, paper on hardboard is fastened to one side. On
it, Picasso sketches the two compositions for the film
once again. In fact another work emerges, another War
and another Peace. the painter sketches them in charcoal
with touches of red.
http://e-cours-arts-plastiques.com/pablo-picasso-filme/
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1955 - Terres et Flammes / Clay & Flames, film by andré
Verdet about Vallauris
“chanson du potier / the Song of the Potter” by henri
crolla starring Mouloudji
Terres et Flammes is a beautiful film by andré Verdet
(1913-2004), poet, painter, sculptor, ceramicist..., friend to
the great artists (Giono, cocteau, Picasso, Miró, Prévert).
the film explores the life of the pottery and orange
blossom town at the end of the 1940s. We see Picasso at
work. It is also the opportunity to hear singer Mouloudji
sing the beautiful "chanson du Potier / Potter’s Song".
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Grasse

For the past 200 years, Grasse has occupied the enviable
position as the world’s perfume capital. Home to technical
innovations, perfumes by Chanel, Dior and Rochas are produced
there. The legendary Chanel N° 5 was created there.
Grasse was originally a rich and powerful mediaeval city thanks
to the tanning trade and the presence of the bishop up until the
revolution. The architectural heritage in the city centre is
remarkable: mediaeval houses, bishop’s palace, cathedral, town
mansions.

Postc

PERFUME CAPITAL

Stroll along its charming lanes,
stop off at the Musée
International de la Parfumerie /
International Perfume Museum
then the three museums awarded
the “Musées de France” label
housing rich and varied collections of
artefacts and paintings (Musée d’A rt
Provençal / Provencal Art Museum, Villa Musée Fragonard /
Fragonard Museum: the painter Jean-Honoré Fragonard, who
grew up in the area contributed to its international cultural
renown, Musée Marine / Sea Museum and Espace Napoléon
/ Napoleon Space).
ard fro

m

& the Grasse
hinterland

Grasse

Anecdotes...
Expert review by Jérôme Dumur
CHANEL N° 5 was born in Cannes, nourished by the beautiful
flowers around Grasse. The history of N°5, one of the bestselling perfumes in the world, is closely linked to the Côte
d’Azur.
A drop of N° 5 behind the ear lobe makes all women feel
alluring. From Marilyn, who wore nothing else at night to Carole
Bouquet, Catherine Deneuve, the world’s most beautiful
women have made Chanel’s legendary juice their seductive
weapon of choice.
To this day, nearly eighty years after it was created, the suave,
fruity fragrance created by Gabrielle Chanel, remains one of
the best-selling in the world. A fabulous success story
inextricably linked with the Côte d’Azur. N° 5 is in fact the most
local French perfume to the Côte d’Azur. It was born in Cannes
and adopted by Grasse.
The story starts in 1921 in Cannes La Bocca, a popular district
to the west of La Croisette. It was there that Ernest Beaux experfumer to the Tsar, exiled in Cannes since the October
Revolution, sets up his factory. At the request of Coco, whom
he had been introduced to a year earlier by the Grand Duc
Dimitri, the “nose” makes ten prototypes which he numbers 1
to 5 and 20 to 24. The fashion designer loves N° 5. A legend is
born. Its jasmine from Grasse and Centifolia roses, pride of
Grasse’s horticulturalists, are an instant hit with the Russian
perfumer.
In 1998, Hamster Productions sets up its cameras for 6 months
to shoot the television mini-series Dans un grand vent de
fleurs. The series is sold internationally, including Asia,
popularising guided tours of the rose fields and gives birth to
a perfume, ‘’Solenza‘’, named after the heroine of the series.

Interesting fact
The world’s most visited perfume bottle collection is exhibited at the Musée
International de la Parfumerie / International Perfume Museum in Grasse.
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Walking tour...
Grasse tourist Office offers a tour of the old town entitled “In
the steps of Jean-Baptiste Grenouille” inspired by Patrick
Süskind’s novel "Perfume".
> www.grasse.fr
Jean-Baptiste Grenouille was born in 1744. a lonely, sickly child,
as a young man he becomes a loner with a unique gift: his sense
of smell. Grenouille’s sole passion is for smell, and every second
of this life is guided by this over-developed sense. Struggling to
survive, he gets hired as an apprentice to one of the capital’s
master perfumers. he discovers the techniques and secrets of
perfume-making. his gift enables him to compose several
olfactory masterpieces, but his ultimate goal quickly becomes
to develop the ideal fragrance, one which will enable him to
seduce everyone that he comes into contact with instantly. In his
search for ingredients, Grenouille is irresistibly attracted by the
natural scent of young girls. he goes on a killing spree in order to
steal their scent...
the Film, surprisingly, is not shot in Grasse, but captures the
essence of the perfume city.

Around Grasse
MOUGINS
david Lean, director of Dr Jivago, Lawrence of Arabia, Bridge
over the River Kwai. In 1990, he marries Sandra in Mougins at the
Moulin de Mougins restaurant.

AMFAR
the involvement of Liz taylor then Sharon Stone, supporting
those with aIdS, resulted in the creation of one of the most
prestigious evenings of the International Film Festival. aMFar
evening events have been held at the Moulin de Mougins and
now take place at the eden roc in antibes.

MOUANS-SARTOUX

CHâTEAUNEUF-dE-GRASSE

a stone’s throw from Grasse, the gardens of the chateau de
Mouans-Sartoux were transformed in the american Wild West
for the filming of Buffalo Bill et la Bergère / Buffalo Bill & the
Shepherdess by Serge de Laroche in 1948.

1937 - abel Gance, film legend in his day, alongside charlie
chaplin and Orson Welles, buys a magnificent property in the
commune of châteauneuf-de-Grasse. he films in cannes and
antibes 2 years later.

WALK FROM EAST TO WEST



Great outdoor
spaces
OF THE CôTE d’A zUR
In the silent film era, the hinterland was regularly chosen as a
location by directors. Film crews have been spotted at Peïra
cava, col de Braus, Saut du Loup... More recently the Gorges du
daluis, known as the colorado of the côte d’azur, have seduced
Luc Besson’s crews.

LE PARC NATIONAL dU MERCANTOUR /
MERCANTOUR NATIONAL PARK
From olive trees to high mountain pastures, from larch forests to
snowy peaks, Mercantour is home to fauna, flora and scenery of
rare richness and variety on a global scale. the Mercantour
mountain range is the only French national park in the high
mountains with all stages of vegetation. With peaks over 3000m
in altitude, striking glacial lakes and six valleys, Mercantour
National Park is a uniquely preserved natural gem just one hour
from the sea!
It is home to 58 species of mammals including 7 hoofed wild
animals, wolves, 153 bird species, 25 reptile species, over 10 000
insect species. Flora: 2 000 plant varieties of which 200 rare and
30 endemic. Greatest diversity in the country.

Interesting fact
In the 1960s, the Vallée de la Gordolasque / Gordolasque
Valley and the village of Belvédère were the locations for
the French series: Belle et Sébastien / Belle & Sebastian.
this cult tV programme told the stories of the adventures
of a boy, Sébastien, and his friend Belle, a Pyrenean sheep
dog.

Film news

47 years on, director Nicolas Vanier is in the
process of shooting a film adaptation of the
story by cécile aubry… scheduled for
release in december 2013!

In the process of filming
Mercantour National Park is currently the film location
for Minuscule, la Vallée des fourmis perdues /
Minuscule - Valley of the Lost Ants, a 3d feature length
film by thomas Szabo and hélène Giraud (Futurikon
Films). Scheduled for release in 2013.
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the côte d’a zur, FILM &…

fashion, writers, painters…



Jean Cocteau

Film

&fashion

ROqUEBRUNE-CAP-MARTIN…

GABRIELLE CHANEL AKA COCO
(1883-1974)
In 1928, she buys “La Pausa”, a property which becomes the
haunt of the jet set, aristocrats and artists of all kinds. In the
summer of 1930 she allows herself to be seduced by Sam
Goldwin who offers her an amazing contract to dress the
studio’s stars twice a year. In 1931, in Los angeles, she is
welcomed by Greta Garbo. “two queens meet” hail the
newspaper headlines. She also meets Marlene dietrich. Both
two stars remain friends and clients. then she dresses Gloria
Swanson for the film Tonight or Never in 1931. She turns her
back on hollywood tired of the whims of its stars and artificial
lifestyle.
during this time, a new character plays a leading role in chanel’s
life. his name, Paul eribe. the man is connected with the film
world. In 1911, he married actress Jeanne dirys who steered him
in the direction of theatre sets, for whom chanel designs hats.
In 1919, he goes back to the uSa, remarries and becomes
artistic director to cecil B. de Mille.
Back in France, he meets chanel at an exhibition. She marries
him in 1933. unfortunately, Paul eribe, exhausted by his work,
drops dead on the tennis court at La Pausa in 1935. a tragedy.
chanel works on the costumes for the Ballets russes and
meets Lucchino Visconti. In 1939, she presents him to Jean
renoir who hires him as assistant on shoots for Les bas fonds
/ Lower Depths and Une partie de champagne / A Day in the
Country.
In 1939, Jean renoir films La règle du jeu / The Rules of the
Game starring Nora Grégor whose costumes are designed by
chanel.
the two film-makers are successful.
In 1958, she designs the costumes for Jeanne Moreau in Les
amants / The Lovers by Louis Malle and in 1961, for delphine
Seyrig for L’année dernière à Marienbad / Last Year at
Marienbad by alain resnais.
In 1962, during filming of Boccaccio 70, she makes the
acquaintance of romy Schneider. director Visconti asks her to
design the costumes for the film and also to groom the young
actress and teach her how to be elegant.
her roquebrune years are already a distant memory, as the villa
was sold in 1953 to emery reeves, rich publisher of W. churchill’s
memories.

Film

&writers

ON THE CôTE d’AzUR…
In the 1950s, it was traditional for the president of the jury to
be a member of the academie Francaise.
JEAN COCTEAU (1889-1963) was president on several
occasions. considered to be an ardent defender of the 7th art,
he unites the different arts and is a symbol of elegance.
In 1953, under his presidency, the Palme d’Or is awarded to the
film: Le Salaire de la peur / The Wages of Fear by henriGeorges clouzot.
the history of cannes and cocteau is inextricably linked with
the Film Festival. Jean cocteau screened his films in the
official competition. he was Festival President on several
occasions. he expressed his support for the New Wave filmmakers.
Films screened at cannes:
2008 - Orphée / Orpheus - cannes classics: director,
Screenplay & Script
1983 - La Voix Humaine / The Human voice - Not in
competition: Screenplay & Script
1979 - La Dame De Monte Carlo / Lady of Monte Carlo competition: Screenplay & Script
1953 - Les Parents Terribles / The Storm within - competition:
Screenplay & Script
1951 - Colette - competition: actor
1946 - La Belle et la Bête / Beauty & The Beast - competition:
director, Screenplay & Script
First cannes Film Festival.
Jury member
1957 - Official selection - honorary President
1954 - Official selection - President
1953 - Official selection - President
Writer of screenplays, scripts, actor and director he
contributed to the richness of French film from the 1930s
onwards.
Le Testament d’Orphée / Testament of Orpheus (1959) was in
great part produced at the Studios de la Victorine.
“Cocteau saw this final work as not merely a film rather the
poetic pinnacle of a lifetime’s creative work”.
rené Prédal - “histoire de la Victorine”.
It was filmed in the streets of Villefranche, at Villa Santo
Sospir on cap Ferrat and in the Studios de la Victorine.

THéOULE-SUR-MER…

PIERRE CARdIN
the most famous French designer of the 60s collaborated early
on with the film world.
1946: cardin designs the costumes and masks for the film La
Belle et la Bête / Beauty & the Beast by Jean cocteau. he is
also the stuntman for Jean Marais, the lead actor for the action
scenes.
he designed the suits for John Steed for the famous tV series
The Avengers.
today he owns several Bubble houses on the seafront at
théoule. designed by architect antilovag, they are the subject
of a book which has just been published by editions
Flammarion.

ROqUEBRUNE-CAP-MARTIN

ROMAIN GARy & MARCEL AJAR
(1914-1980)
Married to Lesley Blanch (1904-2007), through her he
discovers the village and moves into the “corner tower” in
1946.
In 1948, the writer spends time in the village which inspires him
to write a host of novels containing detailed descriptions of
the location. “Les racines du ciel / roots of heaven” wins the
Prix Goncourt in 1956. two years later, John huston makes it
into a film starring errol Flynn, Orson Welles and Juliette
Gréco.

THE CÔTE D’AZUR, FILM &... FASHION, WRITERS, PAINTERS...



his second wife, Jean Seberg (1938-1979), would act in the films
Les oiseaux vont mourir au Pérou / Birds in Peru in 1968 and Kill
in 1972 for which romain Gary wrote the screenplay and
directed.
In 1975, he wins the “Goncourt” again under the pseudonym of
Marcel ajar for the novel La vie devant soi / The Life Before Us
which would be adapted for the screen by Isaac Mizrahi in 1977;
Oscar for the best foreign film, starring Simone Signoret, césar
winner for best actress in the role.
In 1979, costa Gavras films the novel Clair de femme /
Womanlight starring Yves Montand and romy Schneider.

ANTIBES

FRANCIS SCOTT FITzGERALd
Tender is the Night is an american film directed by henry King,
released in 1962, adapted from the novel Tender is the Night by
F. Scott Fitzgerald. Inspired by his years spent on the côte
d’azur, in particular the schizophrenia of zelda, his wife, Tender
is the Night is a brilliant mix of the flashy and intimate. It is
regarded as Francis Scott Fitzgerald’s masterpiece.
Fitzgerald owned the Villa which is now the hôtel Belles rives
in antibes.

CAGNES-SUR-MER

GEORGES SIMENON had a tiny house in the village of
cagnes-sur-Mer.
In 1960, he presides over the cannes Film Festival where cult
film La Dolce Vita wins the Palme d'Or.
“Three quarters of the way up the village hill, is a narrow house,
quite possibly the smallest in Haut-de-Cagnes. In any case, it
looks as though it is sprouting out of the hill, with just a single
shutter on its facade, a particularly steep staircase and a vine
trellis evaporating on the roof. This modest house was given by
Georges Simenon to Denyse, his second wife, in 1956, as a
birthday present. Half a century later, just one clue indicates
that the writer lived there: the initials S and D, still entwined on
the wrought iron staircase. (…) In this single, tiny room with its
mezzanine sleeping platform, the couple immersed themselves
in the daily life of the village. This “Simple Abri " (roof over their
head), name given to the love nest, is located among the inns
and houses which have not yet been converted to holiday
homes. At the time, the Simenons were living in the flamboyant
"Golden Gate" villa in the Californie district of Cannes. They led
a sumptuous lifestyle, with a valet, a maid, a governess for the
children, a gardener, a swimming pool… And a pond where the
eccentric creator of Commissaire Maigret would feed his
goldfish with a spoon. Five years later, Simenon would have a
26-room villa built in Switzerland. Cagnes would be little more
than a quiet interlude in an otherwise tumultuous life.
Singer and novelist Suzy Solidor, a young man by the name of
Mouloudji - bouquet of poppies in his hand - poet Jean Cocteau,
film-maker Jean Renoir, singer and actor Georges Ulmer, a
young Brigitte Bardot starring in “La vérité / The Truth” by
Clouzot at the Studios de la Victorine and Marcel Pagnol are
commonly seen in the old village. It was before the days of
paparazzi, dark glasses, bodyguards. Simenon lives a simple
life, away from hustle and bustle of the world. He plays boules
on the square, goes for walks at set times along the lanes.
Above all, he keeps his promise to Denyse: not a single line
would come out of his Underwood typewriter during their stays
in Cagnes. This self-imposed literary silence is no mean feat for
this workaholic, author of 400 novels (including 75 Maigrets),



hundreds of novellas, whose works have been adapted for
television, radio, film, theatre...
The statistics are mind-blowing: 550 million copies sold,
translated into 55 languages. Until his death, 20 years ago, on
4 September 1989, Georges Simenon was the most widely
read, best recognised French speaking writer of the 20th
century”. extract from Nice-Matin - 2 Sept 2009

SAINT-PAUL dE VENCE

JACqUES PRéVERT
the Prévert-carné duo: the two men met during the Popular
Front period. Prévert is a man from Saint-Germain-des-Prés,
Marcel has never been out of the 10th district. the duo cuts its
teeth in 1936 with Jenny, followed, sometimes to the
bemusement of the critics, with Drôle de drame / Bizarre,
Bizarre (1937), Quai des brumes / Port of Shadows the following
year, starring Jean Gabin, Michel Simon and a young Michèle
Morgan, Le jour se lève / Daybreak (1939). at the height of the
Nazi occupation, they shoot Les Visiteurs du soir / The Devil’s
Envoys (1942) in terrible conditions, then, just before the
Liberation, Les enfants du Paradis / Children of Paradise
(1945), considered to be one of the best films in the history of
cinema, due in large part to performances by arlettyunforgettable as Garance-, Pierre Brasseur and Jean-Louis
Barrault.
a love song to life and love that you’ll want to watch over and
over again. Les portes de la nuit / Gates of the Night (1946)
starring Yves Montand was directed by carné and written by
Prévert.
Jacques Prévert and Saint Paul de Vence…
In 1941, Jacques Prévert discovers Saint-Paul de Vence,
attracted to the côte d’azur for his film screenplay work, at a
time when the Studios de la Victorine in Nice are busy. he stays
at “La résidence” (now the “café de la Place”), a village inn at
the time, before moving across the square and taking up
residence at the colombe d'Or.
at Saint-Paul, on numerous occasions he meets the painter
Pablo Picasso and Paul roux, the proprietor of the colombe
d'Or. the three become great friends. Prévert’s prolific collages
decorating the walls of the famous inn bear testament to this.
his presence attracts other film celebrities to the village, such
as the directors henri-Georges clouzot and andré cayatte who
also live in the village for a time.
at the end of the war, Jacques Prévert and his wife, Janine, rent
“La Miette”, a small house in the heart of the village, before
moving into the property known as “L'Ormeau” on the outskirts
of the village up until the mid-1950s.

Saint Paul de Vence tourist Office organises a guided tour:
“Jacques Prévert at Saint-Paul de Vence”.
tour length: 1 hour - tour in French - booking necessary.

Film

&Painters

Le Mystère Picasso / The Mystery of Picasso, director: henriGeorges clouzot - 1955
the encounter between clouzot and Picasso dates back to
the 1920s, clouzot, aged eighteen from the provinces, moves
to Paris and follows his uncle in literary circles. he strikes up
a friendship with the painter, already admired and much in
demand.
a collaborative project is mentioned for the first time in 1952,
when the two men are now neighbours, Picasso in Vallauris
and clouzot in Saint Paul de Vence, glowing with the success
of the Salaire de la Peur / The Wages of Fear.
In spring 1955, Picasso calls clouzot to talk to him about felt
tip pens manufactured in the united States that he has just
received. the pens are special as they contain an ink capable
of piercing its way through an entire block of pages, and more
interestingly, a canvas. a light bulb comes on, the process has
been found: filming the canvas backwards and thus
“witnessing the creative process”. In the beginning, the two
men, who hire the Studios de la Victorine in Nice at their own
expense, intend to make a short 10 minute film. It soon
becomes obvious that the scale of the project would require
much more time and filming...
Filming takes place during the months of July, august and
September 1955.
Silence is de rigueur on the set. Picasso is working… above
all his concentration cannot be disturbed… he practically
forgets that the camera is there… he is totally absorbed in
his work... clouzot observes and films him...
claude renoir directs the film lighting… “Oh, Auguste
Renoir’s grandson…” murmured Picasso intimidated on the
first day. It was indeed the descendant of the great painter
who captured one of the greatest painters on film.
Paradoxically, this would be precisely that objection that
critics would attempt to make of his work: “Basically, all
clouzot did was say “action” and then “cut””.
But clouzot bears witness to his consummate knowledge of
painting. he is known to paint in his spare time and takes a
close interest in painting. In the final analysis, Le Mystère
Picasso / the Mystery of Picasso is well and truly a clouzot
film, demonstrating the complete creative mechanism of an
artist and pushing Picasso to an extreme point of tension and
fatigue.
along the whole of the côte d’azur the word was out that
clouzot was making a film about Picasso and curiosity
attracted a great number of famous people to the set and the
screening such as Prévert, cocteau or the actor-director
Louis daquin.

Anecdote…
We worked from Monday morning to Friday night. The end of the week was
reserved for studio work and bathing at La Garoupe in Cap d’Antibes. Picasso
took his whole family there, his wife, his friends, more than 10 people at the
table…. One Monday morning, he declared to Clouzot that he was going to
“do a La Garoupe”. What in the beginning seemed little more than a simple
place would become a central feature of the film and the only canvas to
survive the destruction of works after completion, the key to the Picasso
mystery, which would ultimately elude the master himself.”
extract from an article by raoul Mille - Nice-Matin.
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Commission du Film Côte d'Azur

Simone Signoret
Yves Montand


THE CôTE d’AzUR: AN ATTRACTIVE FILM LOCATION…
approved member of the réseau National, the commission du Film alpes-Maritimes côte d’azur (côte d’azur Film commission), is a not for
profit general interest foundation. a founding member of the european Film commission Network, it works in two key areas:
•

Promoting the côte d’azur to audio-visual and film industry professionals: locations and human and technical resources are
showcased at key industry events. the commission du Film côte d’azur is present at the cannes Film Festival, MIP tV, Festival de
fiction de La rochelle / La rochelle Fiction Festival…

•

Locations for film, audio visual and advertising projects. It provides assistance and advice on location scouting, liaising and interfacing
with local authorities, liaising with accommodation providers and tourist industry professionals and assistance in searching for
finance.

Its services are free of charge. A true ‘’partner’’ for national and international film projects, it provides support at all stages of a work’s
development plus access to the Alpes-Maritimes area and assistance in co-ordinating local film shoots.

FILM INdUSTRy HUB
the local film industry eco system boasts a wide range of know-how and skills
offering real added value. all film, audio visual, media and transmedia skills are
present in the alpes-Maritimes region: producers and executive producers, plus
content creators and technical service providers. Key strength: image processing
especially 3d.
the sector enjoys synergies with the Information and communication technologies
companies at Sophia-antipolis plus famous international names such as domeri
technologie, dailymotion…
the côte d’azur is also home to a host of industry events: cannes Film Festival, MIP
tV, MIP cOM, Imagina… the film and audio visual world flock to the Mediterranean
several times a year.

Interesting fact
STATISTICAL HIGHLIGHTS
Nearly 200 silent films were shot between 1923 and 1930.
From 1931 to 1939: the early days of the talkies. Film directors started
to have doubts about the commercial viability of sound film: only 32
films were directed.

created in 1999 by the Chambre de Commerce et
d’Industrie Nice Côte d’Azur, the association is responsible
for the entire alpes-Maritimes region. It covers the cities
of Cannes, Grasse, Antibes Juan-les-Pins, Menton, Vence,
Villeneuve-Loubet, La Colle-sur-Loup, Villefranche-surMer, Roquebrune-Cap-Martin, Nice, Cagnes-sur-Mer,
Saint-Martin- Vésubie, la Communauté de Communes
Cians Var, Beausoleil and Théoule-sur-Mer.
Over a period of 12 years, a total of 121 feature length films,
195 tV episodes and 1784 commercials have been filmed
on the côte d’azur
In 2011, the film commission founded www.cinebiz.fr, a
community dedicated to the Film & audio-visual Industry.
It is an interactive platform, both social network and
community, dedicated exclusively to industry
professionals. In partnership with ccI Nice côte d’azur, the
Film commission is also a partner to the european project
“creative companies In alpine Space”, designed to
promote the film and audio-visual industry on the côte
d’azur as creative hub with links to other european creative
sectors.
commission du Film contact: +33 (0)4 93 13 75 12
evelyne.colle@cote-azur.cci.fr
Press contact: +33 (0)4 93 13 74 08
audrey.scoffie@cote-azur.cci.fr

during the war: the entire French film industry takes refuge at the
Studios de la Victorine, Nice.
From 1945 to the present day: over 500 films shot.
THE CÔTE D’AZUR & FILM... COMMISSION DU FILM CÔTE D’AZUR
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also of interest

Tony Curtis


Film-themed

guided tours

Live out your film star fantasy on the Côte d’Azur!

RENT A CAR has a wide range of original classic film
cars available for hire, ideal for exploring the côte d’azur
film trails.
a list of classic cars driven by the stars with impeccable
pedigrees…
•

Porsche 356 Speedster (driven by “James dean”…)

•

aston Martin dBS (driven by roger Moore/Brett
Sinclair in The Persuaders!, most episodes were filmed
on the côte d’azur, including that fantastic “car
chase” sequence!)

•

Jaguar e type cabriolet (driven by cary Grant in How to
Steal a Million starring audrey hepburn)

•

alfa romeo Giulietta from La Dolce Vita

•

also, the Ferrari from Magnum, the de Lorean from
Back to the Future, Steve McQueen’s ac cobra, the
Ford Mustang from Goldfinger, the Lotus Super Seven
from The Prisoner...

ALCyON
> www.alcyon.mc
travel company offering guided tours to famous locations
featured in films such as:
•

GoldenEye (1995) starring Pierce Brosnan - Montecarlo port and Grand casino

•

La Belle et la Bête / Beauty & the Beast (1945) starring
Jean Marais - eze Village

•

An Affair to Remember (1954) starring cary Grant and
deborah Kerr - Villefranche Bay and Basse corniche

•

To Catch a Thief (1954) starring Grace Kelly and cary
Grant - Grande corniche, eze, cannes

•

La Nuit Américaine / Day for Night (1973) by François
truffaut - Studios de la Victorine

riviera touring

THE CÔTE D’AZUR & FILM... ALSO OF INTEREST



Famous films shot
on the Côte d’Azur

EXCERPT OF FRENCH FILMOGRAPHy PARTLy
SHOT ON THE CôTE d’AzUR
1917 - abel Gance, artistic director of Film art films on the côte
d’azur.
1919 - In particular his famous J’accuse on the banks of the Var
and in cagnes-sur-Mer
From 1932 onwards - Fernandel shoots 15 films on the côte d’azur
( …)
1934 - Pension Mimosas / Pensione Mimosas - Jean carné
1942 - Les visiteurs du soir / The Devil’s Envoys - Marcel carné
1942 - Macao / Gambling Hell - Jean delannoy
1944 - Les enfants du Paradis / Children of Paradise - Marcel
carné
1946 - La Belle et la Bête / Beauty & the Beast - Jean cocteau
1946 - Les Maudits / The Damned - rené clément - Winner,
cannes Film Festival
1947 - Cargaison clandestine / Alarm in San Juano - alfred rode
1951(1952) - Fanfan la Tulipe / Fan-Fan the Tulip by christian
Jacque starring Gérard Philippe and Gina Lolobrigida
1952 - Jeux interdits / Forbidden Games - rené clément
1955 - Napoléon / Napoleon - Sacha Guitry
1956 - Et Dieu Créa la femme / And God Created Woman - roger
Vadim
1959 - Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe / The Luncheon on The Grass - Jean
renoir
1960 - Le Testament d’Orphée / The Testament of Orpheus - Jean
cocteau
1960 - Baie des Anges / Bay of Angels - Jacques demy
1961 - Tendre est la nuit / Tender is the Night - henry King
1963 - Mélodie en sous-sol / Any Number Can Win - henri Verneuil
1963 - Baie des Anges / Bay of Angels - Jacques demy
1963 - Peau de Banane / Banana Peel - Marcel Ophüls
1963 - Les Félins / Joy House by rené clément
1964 - Le Corniaud / The Sucker - Gérard Oury
1965 - Belle et Sébastien / Belle & Sebastian - remake scheduled
for the end of 2013 directed by Bertrand Vanier
1965 - Ne nous fachons pas / Let’s Not Get Angry - Georges
Lautner
1965 - L’arme à gauche / The Dictator’s Guns - claude Sautet
1966 - Atout cœur à Tokyo pour OSS117 / Mission to Tokyo Michel Boisrond
1967 - Caroline Chérie / Dear Caroline - denys de la Patelière
1968 - La Piscine / The Swimming Pool - Jacques deray
1969 - L’armée des Ombres / Army in the Shadows - Jean-Pierre
Melville
1969 - L’Echafaudage / The Scaffold - Pierre cardinal
1971 - Il était une fois un flic / There was once a cop - Georges
Lautner
1972 - L'Affaire Dominici / The Dominici Affair - claude Bernardaubert
1973 - La nuit américaine / Day for Night - François truffaut
1973 - La Bonne année / Happy New Year - claude Lelouch
1974 - La moutarde me monte au nez / Lucky Pierre - claude zidi
1974 - Le sac de billes / The Bag of Marbles - Jacques doillon
1977 - L’homme pressé / The Hurried Man - edouard Molinaro
1978 - Je suis timide mais je me soigne / Too shy to try - Pierre
richard
1979 - Flic ou voyou / Cop or Hood - Georges Lautner



1981 - Est-ce bien raisonnable ? - Georges Lautner
1982 - Mortelle Randonnée / Deadly circuit - claude Miller
1983 - La Machine à coudre - Jean-Pierre Mocky
1983 - Les Compères / ComDads- Francis Veber
1984 - Joyeuses Pâques / Happy Easter - Georges Lautner
1985 - Le Conseil de famille / Family Business - costa Gavras
1987 - Nice is nice - Jean-Pierre Mocky
1988 - Le Grand Bleu / The Big Blue - Luc Besson
1990 - Le Bal du gouverneur / The Governor’s Party - MarieFrance Pisier
1993 - Lovely Rita / Patron Saint of Lost Causes - Stéphane
clavier
1994 - Grosse Fatigue / Dead Tired - Michel Blanc
1994 - La cité de la Peur / Fear City: A family-style comedy - alain
Berberian
1998 - Une chance sur deux / Half a Chance - Patrice Leconte
1998 - Paparazzi - alain Berberian
1999 - La part des choses - Julien danada
1999 - La fille sur le pont / Girl on the Bridge - Patrice Leconte
2001 - La repentie / The Repentant - Laetitia Masson
2001 - 24h de la vie d’une femme / 24 Hours in the Life of a
Woman - Laurent Bonhnik
2002 - Le transporteur / The Transporter - Louis Leterrier and
corey Yuen
2003 - Ni pour ni contre / Not For or Against (Quite the Contrary)
- cédric Klapisch
2003 - Les liaisons dangereuses / Dangerous Liaisons - José
dayan
2005 - Brice de Nice / The Brice Man - James huth
2006 - Taxi 4 - Gérard Krawczyk
2006 - Hors de Prix / Priceless - Pierre Sawadori
2006 - Ne le dis à personne / Tell No One - Guillaume canet
2007 - Dialogue avec mon jardinier / Conversations with my
Gardener - Jean Becker
2007 - Sans arme, ni haine, ni violence / The Easy Way - Jean-Paul
rouve
2008 - L’emmerdeur / A Pain in the A** - Jacques Veber
2009 - Le Siffleur / The Whistler - Philippe Lefebvre
2009 - Le premier cercle / The First Circle - Laurent tuel
2010 - Un balcon sur la Mer / A View of Love - Nicole Garcia
2011 - Itinéraire Bis - Jean-Luc Perréard
2011 - Cloclo / My Way - Florent emilio Siri
2011 - Les Tuche / The Tuche Family - Olivier Baroux
2012 - Möbius - eric rochand
2012 - Pauline Détective / Pauline Detective - Marc Fitoussi
2012 - D’une vie à l’autre / Another Woman’s Life - Sylvie testud
2012 - Beau Rivage / On the Shore - Julien donada
2012 - 11.6 - Philippe Godeau
2012 - L’Arnacoeur / The Heartbreaker - Pascal chaumeil

LATEST RELEASES
La fille de Monaco / The Girl from Monaco - anne Fontaine
Un prophète / A prophet - Jacques audiard
De battre mon cœur s’est arrêté / The Beat That My Heart
Skipped - Jacques audiard
Camping and Disco then Turf by Fabien Ottoniente
Chanel et Stravinski / Coco Chanel & Igor Stravinsky - Jan
Kounen
Renoir - Gilles Bourdos

Grace of Monaco - Olivier dahan
Transporter: the Series (tV series)
Van Gogh (dutch tV film)
Crossing Lines (Franco-american series)
L’Epreuve d’une vie - by Niels tavernier

FILMS SHOT ENTIERELy ON THE CôTE d’AzUR
1957 - 1958 - Quand minuit sonnera - edmond t. Gréville
Locations: caussols - Villefranche-sur-Mer - Nice and its
carnival
1999 - La part des choses by Julien danada entirely
filmed in antibes.

A SELECTION OF INTERNATIONAL FILMS SHOT
ON THE CôTE d’AzUR

Uma Thurman
at the FIF

1929 - The Iron Mask - allan dwan
1951 - The Adventures of Captain Fabian - William
Marshall
1951 - Captain Horatio Hornblower - raoul Walsh
1955 - To Catch a Thief - alfred hitchcock
1957 - Kings Go Forth - delmer daves starring Frank
Sinatra, tony curtis and Natalie Wood
1957 - Bonjour Tristesse - Otto Preminger
1960 - Des filles encore des filles / Girls! Girls! Girls! Norman taurog starring elvis Presley
1961 - The Count of Monte Cristo - claude autant Lara
1962 - Tender is the night - henry King
1964 - Lady L - Peter ustinov starring Sophia Loren,
david Niven and Paul Newman
1965 - Repulsion - roman Polanski
1965 - Moment to Moment - Mervyn Leroy
1966 - Grand Prix - John Frankenheimer
1968 - The Lion in Winter - anthony harvey starring
Katherine hepburn
1974 - The Return of the Pink Panther - Blake edward
1977 - Herbie Goes to Monte-Carlo
1979 - The Passage - J. Lee thompson starring anthony
Quinn
1983 - Never Say Never Again - Irvin Kershner
1988 - Ronin - John Frankenheimer.
1985 - The Jewel of the Nile - douglas Brothers
1985 - Under the Cherry Moon - Prince
1986 - Pirates - roman Polanski
1993 - Son of the Pink Panther - Blake edwards
1953 - Deep Trouble - armand Mastroianni
1995 - French Kiss - Lawrence Kasdam
1995 - Golden Eye - Martin campbell
1998 - Ronin - John Frankenheimer
1998 - Lolita - adrian Lynne
1998 - Simon Sez - Kevin elders
2002 - Femme fatale - Brian de Palma
2002 -The Transporter - corey Yuen, Luis Leterrier
2003 - Big Kiss - Billy zane
2004 - Ocean’s 12 - Steven Soderberg
2007 - Mr Bean’s holiday - Steve Bendelack
2010 - Kiss and Kill - robert Luketic
2012 - The Player - Lars Von trier
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events diary



JANUARy

NOVEMBER

Nice - Festival Télérama
> www.espacemagnan.com

Nice - Explorimages, festival international du film nature et
aventure / International nature & adventure film festival
> www.explorimages.fr

MARCH
Nice - Journées du Cinéma Italien / Italian Film days
> www.espacemagnan.com
cagnes sur Mer - Printemps du Cinéma / Spring film event
> www.cagnes-tourisme.com
carros - "Cinémator" short film festival
> www.cinealma.cineactions.com

APRIL
Vallauris - Festival Manga & culture japonaise / Manga &
Japanese culture festival
> www.vallauris-golfe-juan.com
cannes - Mip TV Marché international des contenus Audiovisuel /
Mip TV International audio visual content market

MAy
cannes - Festival International du Film / Cannes International
Film Festival
> www.festival-cannes.com
Nice - Rencontres cinématographiques "In et Out"
> www.inoutfestival.com

Mouans-Sartoux - "Lumières sur docs", festival du film
documentaire / documentary film festival
> www.mouans-sartoux.com
Vence - Rencontres Culture et Cinéma
> www.culture.cinema.free.fr
antibes - Le mois du film documentaire / documentary film
month > www.mediatheque-casa.fr
Nice /La Brigue - Festival international du film sur la Résistance /
International Resistance film festival
> www.musee-resistance-azureenne.com
Nice - Rencontres cinéma et vidéo
> www.regardindependant.com
Nice - "Ciné Récré", Children’s films
> www.nice.fr

dECEMBER
antibes - Méditerranea, International underwater & adventure
festival
> www.festival-mediterranea.com

JULy

cannes - Rencontres cinématographiques de Cannes
> www.cannes-cinema.com

Mouans-Sartoux - Festival Cinémabrut
> www.cinemabrut.com/festival.html

Nice - "Le jour le plus court", Short film festival
> www.nicefilmfestival.com

Puget-théniers - Rencontres cinématographiques femmes
comédiennes / Actress film event
> www.provence-val-dazur.com

JULy / AUGUST
Nice - Ciné Prom
> www.tdv-nice.org

SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER

The following programmes are of interest:
Nice - L'ECLAT, a film experience at the Villa Arson
> www.leclat.org
Nice - Cinémathèque de Nice
> www.cinematheque-nice.com

Nice - zefestival, association Polychromes, festival cinéma
LGBT / LGBT film festival
> www.polychromes.fr

OCTOBER
carros - "Ciné alma" Rencontres cinématographiques de Carros
> www.cinealma.fr

CôTE d’AzUR EVENTS dIARy
> www.visitcotedazur.travel

Beausoleil - ‘’Les Héros de la Télé’’ festival de séries et téléfilms
Français / “Héros de la Télé” (television heroes) TV series and
television film festival
antibes - Festival du film de la défense / defence film festival
> www.antibes-juanlespins.com
Nice - Festival du cinéma d'animation / Animation film festival
> www.espacemagnan.com
Nice - "Un Festival c'est trop court" Nice short film festival
> www.nicefilmfestival.com
Nice - "La semaine du cinéma fantastique" / Science-fiction film
week
> www.cinenasty.com
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1954, Hitchcock filming “To Catch a Thief” at the Carlton



